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(ABSTRACT)

Adopting yield pillars has been considered an effective way ofalleviating ground control

problems and increasing production. The purpose of this research was to study the be-

havior of yield pillars and to develop the design criteria.

After a literature review, two 2-D finite element models were developed, each following

a different non-linear approach. The first model adopted the successive iteration tech-

nique incorporated with the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. The second followed the

elastic—plastic approach, implementing a generalized Von Mises yield criterion. Extensive

underground monitoring was conducted and the finite element models were compared

with the field data, both yielding promising results.

Three different longwall entry layouts were investigated. The yield-stable-yield pillar

system was considered to be the best design. A parametric analysis was also performed.

The triaxial factor and Poisson's ratio were found to be the most important material

properties affecting pillar yielding.

The progressive failure hypothesis for pillar design was critically examined. The analysis

suggested that the formulation defining the stress distribution in the yield zone under



this hypothesis may be satisfied only in extreme cases and, therefore, the actual distrib-

ution can be different. An improved equation, describing the stress distribution in the

yield zone, was derived by statistically analyzing the results of fmite element simulations.

The latter equation fitted the observed field data better than did the original equation,

and it was further developed for estimation of yield zone width.

Consideration was also given to yield pillar design. Three possible yield pillar sizes were

proposed in this paper. The maximum yield pillar size was considered to be twice the

width of the yield zone. Based on the pressure arch concept, the minimum yield pillar

size was determined by accepting that yield pillars were only supporting the rock strata

under this pressure arch. A suggested yield pillar size was obtained by selecting a size

which would force the peak stress at the center of the yield pillar to equal the average

tributary stress. The case studies conducted in this research indicated that the predicted

yield pillar sizes were reasonably accurate.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Pillar stability is a major concem in underground coal mines. Since such pillars will

provide protection around the underground production area for rnining personnel and

equipment to work safely and efficiently, the detemiination ofproper pillar sizes appears

to be one of the main tasks in mine system planning. Conventionally, the pillars have ‘

been considered to support the weight ofall overlying rock strata and the load has often

been assumed to be evenly distributed on the pillars. As coal rnining becomes more

complex, a number of ground control problems are encountered, such as coal bumps,

floor heaves, multiple seam interactions, surface subsidences and so on. The traditional

pillar design concept has, therefore, been challenged. Coal rnining is being conducted

today at depths well below 2,000 feet. At such great depth, large pillar sizes must be

adopted if pillars are considered to support all the overburden strata, therefore, a low

production efficiency and low recovery rate will result. In addition, a pillar design based

on this concept will frequently cause high stress concentration in the pillars and, in tum,

induce coal bumps and various ground control problems at great rnining depths. Practice

and theoretical analysis have proven that coal pillars do not necessarily have to support _

all the overlying strata up to the surface, nor must they be rigid. In many cases, properly
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designed yield pillars will produce a higher degree of ground stability in underground

coal mines. The concept of the yield pillar has, therefore, been introduced into pillar

design and mine layout planning.

A yield piHar is defined as one which yields upon isolation. The concept of yield pillars

in longwall and room-and-pillar mines has been discussed for a number of years. ln

general, it is suggested that yield pillars can:

• lncrease production
• Improve ground control conditions
•

Minimize the potential of bumps
• Reduce subsidence effects on the surface

Despite these advantages, few applications can be found over the years utilizing this

concept, due to the difficulties in the trial·and-error procedures required to develop ap-

propriate yield pillar design criteria. In other words, the behavior ofyield pillars are still

not well understood.

The objectives of this research were, therefore, as followsz

•
To achieve better understanding of yield pillar behavior

• To identify and evaluate the most influential parameters affecting pillar yielding
• To develop general design criteria on the basis of a better comprehension of pillar

yielding mechanism.

A comprehensive literature review was carried out in this research. The review covered

different aspects of coal pillar design theories. Following the literature review, computer
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modeling of yield pillars was conducted. Two different non-linear finite element models

were developed in this study. The first was a model utilizing the successive iteration

technique incorporated with the Mohr-Colunm failure criterion. The second was an

elastic-plastic model, in which a generalized Von Mises failure criterion and the

Prandtl-Reuss flow rule were applied. Computer programs were specifically coded for

both models. In order to validate the models established, extensive underground moni-

toring was conducted. The monitoring program included the monitoring of pillar stress,

roof·floor convergence, pillar horizontal dilation and roof sag. Following the model

validation, several different longwall entry layouts were investigated with the elastic-

plastic finite element model, and a comprehensive parametric study was also perforrned.

Based on the modeling results, the progressive failure theory for pillar design was crit-

ically examined. An improved equation describing the stress distribution in the yield

zone was derived by statistically analyzing the results of a series of non-linear finite ele-

ment simulations. Finally, consideration was given to yield pillar design. The pressure

arch theory was utilized and a design procedure was introduced.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Yield pillar design, similar to conventional pillar design, involves the calculation of pillar

load, the determination of in-situ pillar strength, and considerations of factors such as

the confinement of roof and floor on pillars, the bearing capacities ofroofand floor, and

the probabilities of pillar instability. These fundamental principles have been studied for

decades for pillar design. A review of the basic pillar design principles would provide a

solid basis for further studies on pillar yielding mechanism and yield pillar behavior. ln

this chapter, a comprehensive literature review is presented on the theories concerning

pillar design as well as the state-of-the-art on yield pillars. In addition, some successful

yield pillar applications are also discussed.
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2.2 Pillar Design Concepts

2.2.1 Pillar Load

A common practice for estimating pillar load is by applying the tributary area loading

method. In this method, the area supported by a pillar is assumed to cover the area

above it and the neighboring area tributary to it (Obert and Duvall, 1967). In other

words, a pillar supports uniformly the weight of the rock overlying the pillar as well as

one-half the width of rooms or entries surrounding the pillar. Thus, for a typical rec-

tangular pillar, the average stress can be expressed as:

(Lp + Wo) (Wp + W,) yh
aa = (2.1)

where:

6, = average pillar stress;

Lp = pillar length;

Wp = pillar width;

Wo = opening width;

y = average overburden density; and

h = mining depth.

This method is extensively used because of its simplicity. However, the tributary area

loading method ignores the relative extent of the mined area, the horizontal stress com-

ponent, the relative deformation properties ofpillar, roof and floor rocks, and the posi-

tions of the pillars in the mining zone. Taking some of these factors into account, Coates

(1981) developed a formulation for pillar load estimation, principally applicable to long

pillars in deep rnines, which is:
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Asp 2R(l+M)-·KM(l—W+Wpn)
-77:

Mn+2(l—R)(1+M)+%§-(l—W)
(2.2)

where:

Asp = the stress increase in the pillar above the virgin stress;

sz = vertical virgin stress;

R = extraction ratio; ·

K = horizontal to vertical stress ratio;

M = ratio of mining height to the extent of the mined area;

W = 11/(1 -11);
u = Poisson's ratio for the roof and floor rock;

W,, = 11,,/(1 -11,,);

up = Poisson's ratio for pillar;

¤ = [E/(1 — 11})]/[E,,(l — 11},)];

E = elastic modulus for country rock;

Ep = elastic modulus for pillar; and

B = ratio of pillar width to the extent of the mined area.

This equation may lead to a more accurate prediction of pillar load than the tributary

area loading method. However, since it is complicated and requires more input parame-

ters, this equation has not been widely tested and used.

2.2.2 Pressure Arch

As soon as an opening is made, the vertical load directly above the opening shifts to-

wards the ribs of the excavation, leaving a destressed or relaxed zone in the roof strata.

The shape of the destressed zone is considered to resemble an arch and thus it is called
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a pressure arch. Different theories exist concerning the size and shape of the pressure

arch.

Holland (1963) recommended that the minimum width of the maximum pressure arch

was influenced mainly by the depth. The minimum width may be computed by the fol-

lowing equation:

W=3(—}l-+20) (23)20 '

where:

W = minimum width of the maximum pressure arch (ft.); and

h = mining depth (ft.).

Observations have also indicated that the height of the maximum pressure arch extends

a distance about equal to twice its width above and below the seam in which the exca-

vation is located (Figure 2.1).

Denkhaus (1964) suggested that the shape and size of the pressure arch be considered

under two different conditions, namely, sufficiently cohesive rock and insufficiently co-

hesive rock. If the rock is sufficiently cohesive, the relationship between span and height

of the arch is given by:

Sacd
W = (I — d/h) (2.421)

where:

W = span of the pressure arch;

ac = uniaxial compressive strength of the rock;

y = specific weight of the rock;
I

d = height of the arch; and
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h = mining depth.

·
The largest possible height at which the arch remains stable and the corresponding span

are given by:

dmu = 0.5h (2.4b)

2wm, = „ /Ä (2.4c)

If the rock is insufficiently cohesive, the corresponding formulae read:

8 h
W = „ (1 — d/h) log(l — d/h) (2.5a)

dm, = 0.63h (2.5b)

2.96wm, = „ /
—-;$°}l (2.5c)

Another concept in pressure arch theory is the load transfer distance. Due to under·

ground excavations, the virgin stress is redistributed. The maximum range in which the

virgin stress is affected is called the load transfer distance. Observations have revealed

that the load transfer distance increases with depth such that (Abel, 1982):

LTD = - 31.44 + 0.349h - 0.0000723hz (2.6)

where:

LTD = load transfer distance (ft.); and

h = depth (ft,).

If the pressure arch is assumed to have a parabolic shape, the height may be computed

as (Figure 2.2):

d = l2h(2l — 12)/l (2.7)
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where:

d = arch height at I2 distance away from the barrier pillar rib;

12 = distance to the barrier pillar rib;

l = width of the arch, l= 2 x LTD; and

h = mining depth. '
4

The pressure arch concept is particularly useful in yield pillar design. When the pillar

yields, a destressed zone similar to that formed over an opening will occur above the

yield zone. The load on yield pillars may be estimated, therefore, by using the pressure

arch theory.

2.2.3 Size and Shape Ejfects on Coal Strength

Coal strength can be deterrnined by laboratory and ir1-situ tests. Coal strength obtained

from laboratory tests is usually greater due to the smaller size of the specimens. This is

generally attributed to the fact that the larger the specimen size, the more cracks and

fractures it contains, reducing its bearing strength. In-situ strength tests of underground

pillars, however, can eliminate or reduce the size problems and produce more represen-

tative results. On the other hand, they can be expensive and time-consuming. It is

common, therefore, to predict the in·situ pillar strength from small~scale laboratory test

results. Evans et al. (1960) generalized the relationship between the size and the strength

of the specimen by the equationz

Ui =

k]d_awhere:

al = uniaxial compressive strength of the cubical pillars;
V

a = constant ranging from 0.38 to 0.66;
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ki = S

cc = uniaxial compressive strength of specimen; and

D = diameter or cube size dimension of specimen.

Tests performed by Greenwald (1941) and Bieniawski (1968) found that coal strength

decreased with increasing specimen size, reaching a constant value at a certain specimen

size. These results are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

The in-situ coal strength may also be extrapolated from the laboratory strength by the

following equation (Hustrulid, 1976):

ol =L (2.9)
,/1-1

where:

H = minir1g height, using 36 when H > 36 in. ·

Wilson (1981) suggested that a strength—reduction factor, f] be applied on the laboratory

value to obtain. in-situ rock strength, that is:

f = 1 for strong, massive unjointed rock

f = 1/2 for widely spaced joints or bedding planes

f = 1/3 for more jointed but still massive rock

f = 1/4 for well-jointed and weaker rocks

f = 1/5 for coal and unstable seatearths

f = 1/6 and 1/7 for fault zone

In addition to the size effect, coal strength is also found to depend on specimen geometry

or the shape effect, that is, the ratio of the diameter or the width to the height of the

specimens. Most empirical pillar design formulas take the shape effect into consider-

ation.
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2.2.4 Interaction ofPillar, Floor and Roof

The properties of the contact planes at the ends of a pillar affect the stress distribution

within the pillar. This is especially true in coal pillars, where contacts are made with

completely different materials. Due to frictional restraint, lateral expansion in the vicin-

ity of the contact planes can be either smaller or greater than in the rest of the area,

causing non-uniform stress distribution within the pillar. Experiments performed by

Peng (1978) showed that different deformation may occur for rock specimens in contact

with various materials, as shown in Figure 2.4. With perfect confinement, no lateral ex-

pansion is allowed at the ends. Direct contact represents most laboratory testing condi-

tions. Uniform deformation occurs when loading platens expand as much as the

specimen, and with teflon or neoprene inserts the specimens expand much more at the

ends than in the middle. Deformation with shale or sandstone roof or floor is generally

between perfect confinement and uniform loading, whereas with soft clay roofand floor

it may resemble those between uniform loading and the type identified with teflon or

neoprene inserts.

The coal pillar and the immediate floor and roof rock strata are components of a com-

plete structure. Failure of any component may cause the whole structure to collapse.

Hence the bearing capacity of floor and roof also plays an important role in pillar sta-

bility. The ultimate bearing capacity for a rectangular footing or a pillar can be calcu-

lated by the following equation (SME, 1973):

Wp
qu = cNu(1 + 0.3Wu/L) + yhNg + (1 — 0.2Wu/L) y -5- N, (2.10)

where:
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qu = ultimate bearing capacity;

c = cohesion;

Wp = pillar width;

L = pillar length;

h = depth of surcharge;

y = rock density;

Nu=(Nu— l)cot¢>;

Ny =1.5(Nu + l) tan 43 ;

Nu=e""“¢tan2(l+£) ; and
4 2

¢> = intemal frictional angle.

For mine design the following expression was also derived for a cohesive, frictional ma-

terial such as soft rock (Bieniawski, 1987):

qu = ä
yWuNySy + c cot ¢> NuSu

— c cot ¢> (2.11)

where:

Sy = 1.0 — 0.4 (Wu/L) ; and

Su=1.0+sin¢>(Wu/L). A

Bieniawski (1987) suggested that the factor of safety against bearing capacity failure

should be greater than 2.0 in view of the uncertainty of assuming that the average pillar

stress is applied as a uniformly distributed load.

2.2.5 Probability of Pillar Instability

Because of the complex underground conditions and the difliculties in testing rock mass

properties, a great amount of uncertainty is involved in pillar design. It is also uneco-
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nomic and unnecessary to use large safety factors to guarantee pillar stability. A proba-

bility analysis is, therefore, useful.

Coates (1981) studied the dispersions of pillar load and pillar strength. Assuming

normal distributions of load and strength as shown in Figure 2.5, Coates suggested that

the probability of pillar failure be estimated in the following way.

If both functions in Figure 2.5 are standard normal distributions, their difference is also

a standard normal curve, i.e. Qp — ap in Figure 2.5, where Qp is the distribution ofpillar

strength and ap is the distribution of pillar load. The area under the difference curve re-

presents either the frequency or probability of failure. The following equations describe

characteristics of this curve:

m = Qpm — am (2.12)

where:

m = mean of the difference curve; _

Qpm = mean of pillar strength; and

am = mean of pillar load.

and,

s = (sf, +
s§)"’

(2.13)

where:

S = standard deviation of the difference curve;

Sq = standard deviation of the Qp curve; and

S, = standard deviation of the GP curve.

Finally, the variable Z obtained from the following equation can be used to obtain the

probability of instability from any standard normal distribution table:
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Z = m/S (2.14)

Variables used in the above analysis can be obtained from laboratory tests and previous

experience. However, the pillar load distribution is difficult to determine and a large

number of tests must be carried out in order to achieve a reasonable estimation of the

probability. These factors limit the use of the probability of pillar instability.

2.3 Pillar Design Formulas

2.3.1 Empirical Formulas

Many mine pillar design equations have been proposed in the literature. Most of them

have two basic components in common. These are a size effect and a shape effect com-

ponent. These components are utilized to interpolate from the strength of laboratory or

large-scale in-situ rock test samples to mine pillars which have various heights, widths,

and lengths.

A widely used rule of thumb for pillar design in England is that the widt.h ofa coal pillar

is one tenth of the depth plus fifteen yards. This has, however, proven to be suitable only

for depths of less than 2,000 feet. At greater depths, this rule of thumb overestimates the

pillar size (Wilson, 1980).

Obert and Duvall (1967) recommended that the following equation be utilized for the

design of mine pillars: ·
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G, = „,[0.77s + 0.222 TIVÄ3 (2.15)

where:

ap = pillar strength;

6, = uniaxial compressive strength ofa cubical pil1ar(Equation 2.9);

W = pillar width; and

H = pillar height.

A factor of safety of 2 to 4 was recommended by the Bureau of Mines for this equation.

Holland (1964) developed a piHar design formula based on the results of tests on thin

prisms of coal. The equation is suitable for coal pillars having width-to-height ratios '

from unity to 10, which is expressed as:

k ./W
ap =··T (2. I6)

where: -

kl = a constant defined in Equation 2.8.

This formula calls for a factor of safety between 1.8 to 2.2.

Bieniawski (1981) reported the results of a Pennsylvania State University survey ofroom

and pillar dimensions and design practice in U. S. coal mines. Based on this survey, he

recommended a design formula as followsz

6,, = 6,[0.64 + 0.36 {IV- 3* (2.17)

where:

a= lßforlg->5; _
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.1 = 1.0 forl< 5; andH
. 6, = compressive strength of a 60-inch cube or larger.

This equation results in a significant step increase of strength at a width to height ratio

of 5. As a consequence of this step, uncertainty exists regarding which curve to use as

the width-to-height ratio of 5 is approached.

Salamon and Munro (1987) compiled a list of 98 stable and 27 collapsed coal mine pillar

histories. These data were statistically analyzed and mine pillar design equations devel-

oped, which is:

Wo.46
(2.18)

H

where:

6, = uniaxial compressive strength of one-foot cube of coal.

Where strength data is not available for one-foot cubical samples of coal, the following

modification of the formula has been recommended:

tw/W.>°·"°6 = 6 [l—] (2.19)

where:

W, = sample width;

H, = sample height; and

6, = uniaxial compressive strength of the sample.

For design purposes, a factor of safety of 1.6 has been recommended by Salamon when

using this equation.
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2.3.2 Progressive Failure Theory

Empirical pillar design equations deal with the ultimate strength ofcoal pillars. Average

pillar stress and average strength are considered in those equations. Practice and the-

oretical analysis have, however, determined that the stress in a pillar is distributed far

from uniformly. Wilson (1972) put forward an hypothesis on pillar strength. He sug-

gested that there should be basically two zones in a pillar: a yield zone at the rib sides

and an elastic core in the center which is confmed by the yield zone. Figure 2.6 shows

the hypothetical stress distribution across a pillar. Vertical stress is very low at the ribs

and increases rapidly to a maximum yield stress at certain distance from the ribs. Beyond

this point in the center of the pillar is a relatively undisturbed intact zone called the pillar

core. By contrast, the pillar edges covering the yield zone more or less fail and undergo

a certain amount of flow. However, the strength of the pillar core increases because of

confming constraints rendered by the yield zone.

Wilson (1977, 1981) later concluded that for wide excavations the stress conditions in the

yield zone might be under two different conditions. When the coal seam is sandwiched

between a relatively strong roof and floor, the stress distribution from the ribside into

the yield zone can be approximated by:

x <1—1 (q—1)“ -i¤ =P¢l ¤¤p{——E——+l tan «/EJ} (2-20)" H „/E q

ldh =q dv (2.21)

where:

6, = vertical stress;
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6. Pillar cross section

Yield zo¤•<| I- Pillar Cora —-I {Hold Zo¤•

b. Probable stress distribution

c. Hypothetical stress distribution

Figure 2.6 Stress Distribution in a Pillar (After Wilson, 1972)
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ch = horizontal stress in the pillar;

X = distance from the ribside;

q = triaxial factor;

p = horizontal constraint at the ribside, assumed to be 0.1 MPa; and

H = pillar height.

When the roof and floor are relatively soft, that is, as soft as the coal seam, the stresses

in the yield zone can be expressed as:

X + X -¤v=P<1(j(l)°
‘

(222)
o

X + X -dh = P ( ')° 1 (2·23)
o

where:

Xo = .

The stress conditions at the yield-elastic boundary, according to Wilson (1977), arc: _

ah = yh (2.24)

aw = qyh (2.25)

aw = qyh + do (2.26)

where:

y = average overburden density;

h = overburden thickness;

dw = vertical stress at yield side of the yield zone boundary;

aw = vertical stress at elastic side of the yield zone boundary; and

ao = uniaxial strength of coal.
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Knowing the state of stresses in the yield zone and at the boundary, the width of the

yield zone can be determined. When a weak coal_is sandwiched between strong roofand

floor, the width of the yield zone Xb is:

-L Ji 1
Xb - F ln P (2.27)

where F is a function of the triaxial factor, which is expressed as:

q — 1 (q — 1)* -„
F =1+1 tan ,/E (2.28)„/E ‘*

When the roof and floor rocks are as soft as the coal, the width of the yield zone is:

H h ..xt. =T t<%>""* "
— 11 (2-29)

The bearing capacity of a square pillar then can be determined by integrating the vertical

stresses over the pillar as follows:

2 x°
Pb = 0”W(WP — 2Xb) + 4 (I 6,, dx) (Wb — Xb) (2.30)

o

where:

Pb = pillar bearing capacity;

6,,, = pillar vertical stress at elastic side of the yield zone boundary;

6,, = pillar vertical stress in the yield zone; and

Wp = pillar width.

When a weak coal is sandwiched between a strong roof and floor, the bearing capacity

is:

cHA1>*mR 2 zs



4Hpq (W — Xp) FX1’p=···—·—,%— [=>¤p(7{·'*)— 1]+

+ (qvh + ¤¤) (Wp (231)

When the roof and floor is as soft as the coal:
l

4PXg (Wp ·· Xp)
P =—t——+(qyh+a )(W -2X )2 (2.32)b (H/2),, p o p b

The progressive failure theory provides some insight into the pillar yielding mechanism,

and allows for the estirnation of the yield zone width. It is, therefore, very useful for the

study ofpillar yielding behavior and for yield pillar design.

2.4 Yield Pillar Modeling

2.4.1 Numerical Modeling

Numerical modeling techniques, especially the fmite element method, have been exten-

sively used to study the yield pillar behavior. The advantage of using the finite element

method is its flexibility in dealing with inhomogeneous materials and complex boundary

conditions. In addition, non-linear procedures may be introduced into the finite element

model to cope with material or geometry non-linearity. This is especially useful for yield

pillar modeling, since yield pillars work with the stress-strain conditions beyond the lin-

ear section of the material.
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Several approaches have been suggested by various authors for the modeling of yield

pillars. Kripakov (1981) developed a computer procedure to simulate progressive rock

failure around coal mine entries. The ADINA code was used in his computer simulation.

Three failure modes were allowed in the model: tension, compression, or shear. The

Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria was adopted; for shear strength, it is:

1:F = Co + an tan ¢> (2.33)

where:

1:; = shear strength of coal;

ca = cohesion;

an = normal stress; and

zb = intemal friction angle.

For compressive strength, it is:

GF = Go + G3

tal].where:

ap = compressive strength of coal;

60 = uniaxial strength of coal;

ag = confining pressure; and

tanß = triaxial factor.

In this model, the factor of safety of every element was computed after each iteration.

Both shear and compression modes of failure were considered, utilizing the following

relationships:

StrengthFactor of Safety — (2.35a)
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1 Co + 6 tan dz
(Shear) F.S. =é= (2.35b)

_
— UF — U0+UmintaHß

(Compression) F.S. —
—-Umax - Umax (2.35c)

The calculated factors of safety were then selected by the following criteria:

i) compressive or shear failure F.S. = F.S.
ii) compression but not failed F.S. = 1
iii) tension F.S. = 0

The computer procedure was set up to survey every element for failure and to auto-

matically set up a new data input file, reducing the value of modulus of elasticity of the

material by the inverse of the factor of safety, utilizing the following equation:

En = F.S. x Eo (2.36)

where:

En = new modulus of elasticity; and

Eo = original modulus of elasticity.

The fmite element model was then rerun with new material properties. The procedure

continued until no failure occurred at any point in the structure.

Adopting Kripakov's non·linear procedure, Park (1985) performed a stability analysis

ofentries for a deep coal mine. The stress distribution in yield pillars was studied and the

computer output was compared with field measurements. The results were very promis-

ing. The fmite element code, MSC/NASTRAN developed .by NASA, was utilized in

Park’s study. A model with 984 elements and 1,158 nodes was constructed. The com-

puter results for the yield pillar system and their comparison with field data are listed in
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Table 2.1. It can be seen in Table 2.1 that the agreement between the modeling and field

measurements is good.

ln an effort to develop a chain pillar design formula under weak roofconditions, Hsiung

and Peng (1985) conducted a 3-D fmite element parametric analysis. The NASTRAN

code was again used in the analysis. Sirnilarly, the pillar yielding zone was simulated by

reducing the elastic modulus of the pillar material. However, the reduction factors were

fixed at specific levels of the original properties.

2.4.2 Physical Modeling

Physical modeling has been widely performed ir1 rock mechanics research. In the study

of yield pillars, it has also proven useful. Kicker and Park (1986) built a physical model

of an underground longwall panel. The model was 47.5 inches in length, 29.5 inches in

width and 20 inches in height. The materials used in the model were various combina-

tions of sand, cement and SAE 250 or SAE 90 oil in order to satisfy the similitude be-

tween the model and the prototype. Two different yield pillar layouts, namely

yield-abutment-yield and yield-yield pillar systems, were investigated, and are shown in

Figure 2.7. The tested stress distributions for both cases are shown in Figure 2.8. In

their investigations, Kicker and Park found that a pillar 1 inch by 9 inches, or simulated

24 feet by 214 feet, was too large to yield in the yie1d·abutment·yieId system, and that

reducing the width to 20 feet did produce yielding. A yield pillar with the size of 24 feet

by 95 feet showed a better stress reduction and stress transfer to the abutment pillar.

Kicker and Park concluded that the model had demonstrated the use of yield pillars as

an effective control ofhigh stress concentrations.
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Table 2.1. Comparison of Yield Pillar Stresses

(MPa) Gage 18 Gage 17 Gage 14
Stage Sim. Act. Sim. Act. Sim. Act.

1 48.28 - 31.04 · 20.68 ~ -
2 22.07 20.68 20.68 20.68 27.59 27.59
3 18.62 13.80 33.10 31.04 28.97 34.48

Note: Sim. = Simulated; Act. = Actual.
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Figure 2.7 Experimental Pillar Layouts (After Kicker & Park, 1986)
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2.5 Yield Pillar Application

Successful application of yield pillars has been reported in the deep mines ofJim Walter

Resources, Inc. (JWR) in Alabama. In a series of publications (Carr and Wilson, 1982;

Martin and Care, 1984; Gauna et al., 1985; Martin et al., 1985), JWR has presented its

design philosophy and success using yield pillars or combination of stable-yield pillars

in deep and gassy longwall mines. Based on Wilson's progressive failure theory, JWR

designed different yield pillar layouts both in the main entries and longwall gateways,

which is illustrated in Figure 2.9. By this experience, it has been shown that the yield

pillar allows a general lowering of the roof and transfer of load onto larger abutment

pillars which flank the yield pillar development. The yield pillar design is critical in the

sense that the load transferring is not unlimited. Excessive load transferring will cause

instability of entries. Table 2.2 shows JWR’s prediction regarding longwall tailgate entry

stability.

Figure 2.10 shows the predicted stress profiles for a yield-abutment-yield pillar and a

total yield pillar layout. lt is clear that the stress concentration in yield pillar area is

greatly reduced. As a result, it was concluded that:

• Applications of yield pillars offer production and ground control advantages when

mining coal at great depth.
• The ground control advantages are most apparent when a yield-abutment-yield

pillar design is applied for longwall panel development.
• The yield pillar in the yield-abutment-yield pillar design for longwall gateroads de-

stresses the immediate roofand floor and serves as a "breaker line" for the waste and

gateroad support during the longwall extraction phase.
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Table 2.2. Transferred Loads and Tailgate Conditions

Transferred load, tons/ft. Condition in Tailgate

0 No damage attributable to
longwall extraction.

0 - 10,000 Limited damage, some
cribbing required.

10,000 - 20,000 Damage more severe. General
cribbing required, condition
still reasonable.

20,000 — 30,000 Damage severe, extensive
cribbing required. Condition
not considered good, but
tolerable.
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•
The rate of development advance and reserve recovery are improved when rnining

using the yield·abutment-yield pillar design, but coal production is somewhat re-

duced.

Adopting yield pillars in underground coal mines may also reduce the effect of surface

subsidence significantly. A study by Karmis and Jarosz (1985) revealed that yield pillars

would produce a smoother surface subsidence profile and reduce both maximum tensile

and compressive horizontal strain considerably. Figure 2.11 shows some results of their

case studies. It can be seen that the maximum strain is reduced by a factor in excess of

4. The study concluded that designing mining panels using yield pillar principles could

be of considerable interest for subsidence abatement. ·

2.6 Summary and Discussion

A review of the basic pillar design principles was conducted in this chapter. Most of

them are applicable to the design of yield pillars. For a quick calculation of pillar load,

the tributary area loading method may provide an acceptable estimation. The pressure

arch theory is particularly convenient for designing yield pillars. A similar destressed

zone may be formed above the yield pillar area as would occur above an opening. By

following the pressure arch theory, the load and the displacement in and around the yield

pillars may be analyzed. The size and shape effects of coal, as well as the interaction

between coal and country rock, also provide useful information for the study of yield

pillars.

Most empirical pillar design formulas have dealt only with the average stress and the

ultimate strength of pillars. No yield zones have been considered. It is, therefore, difficult
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to use these formulas for yield pillar design. On the other hand, the progressive failure

theory provides a possible explanation of pillar yielding phenomena. It may be further

developed to estimate yield pillar sizes and to evaluate the stability of yield pillars.

The literature review also shows that numerical methods are capable of modeling yield

pillar behaviors. Because of the non-linear nature of coal and coal measure rocks, how-

ever, especially the working conditions of yield pillars, linear models cannot be used to

perform accurate anaylsis of yield pillars. ln order to successfully simulate yield pillars,

non-linear models must be introduced along with an appropriate yield criterion.
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CHAPTER 3: DEVELOPMENT OF FINITE

ELEMENT MODELS

3.1 Introduction

Computer modeling of yield pillars must be capable of dealing with the non-linear be-

havior of coal and coal measure rocks. A good understanding of the characteristics of

these types of materials is fundamental to the study of yield pillars. ln order to simulate

the inelastic behavior of yield pillars utilizing the finite element method, special non-

linear techniques have to be developed. In this chapter, after a brief description of the

mechanical properties of coal and coal measure rocks, two fmite element models are

presented, each following a different non-linear approach. Basic equations for the models

are derived and detailed procedures in the simulations, including a computer flow chart

for each model, are presented.
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3.2 Mechanical Properties of Coal and Coal Measure Rocks

Laboratory experiments and in-situ tests have demonstrated that coal measure rock ex-

hibits non-linear behavior. This is especiaHy true when the rock materials are at yielding

conditions. A typical complete stress-strain curve for coal samples is illustrated in Figure

3.l. The curve includes two sections: a section of approxirnately elastic stress-strain re-

lationship before the stress reaches the ultimate strength of the material (Section AB),

followed by a strain-softening deforrnation section (Section BC). In Section BC, al-

though the coal has failed, it still holds some ability to support certain amount of load.

A proper design of yield pillars allows the pillar to work at this section of the stress-

strain curve.

Research has also revealed that coal strength increases with confrning pressure. Figure

3.2 shows a set of typical test curves for coal. At different confrning pressures, coal

specimens fail at different peak stress. The higher the confining pressure, the higher the

strength of coal. The strength of coal is, therefore, a function of the confrning pressure.

This function may be approximated by the following expression (Wilson, 1980):

6=60+qo3 (3.1)

where:

6 = coal strength with confrning pressure;

Go = uniaxial strength of coal;

q = triaxial factor; and

.
U

63 = confrning pressure.

After failure, the rock will be in a fractured condition and 60 will be small. lfmovement

occurs in the form of sliding along the fracture surface, the change in the triaxial stress _
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factor q is small (Wilson, 1980). For the purposes ofapproximation, q can be considered

unchanged. Hence the condition of the rock in the yield zone can be represented by the

equation:

6 = q 63 ' (3.2)

where 63 is assumed to be negligible.

The actual relation between the strength and the confining stress for both intact and

yield coal is most probably non-linear, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 (Wilson, 1980). For

practical applications, however, the linear simplification in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 will

provide sufficient accuracy for most coal measure rocks under normal conditions. The

linear relation was, therefore, adopted in this research.

Based on the above discussion it may be concluded that, to simulate coal and coal

measure rocks with the finite element method, two major factors must be considered,

namely the strain-softening behavior of the material and the triaxial loading effect. To

deal with the former, a non-linear model must be introduced. For the triaxial loading

effect, a proper yield criterion must be selected. In the following sections, two different

non-linear models were developed, each using a different yield criterion.

3.3 Non-Linear Model with Successive Iterations

Finite element methods have been used extensively in solving rock mechanics problems.

The flexibility of the finite element method in dealing with complex boundary conditions

and non-uniform material properties makes this method a powerful tool for underground
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structure design. The basic steps involved in the fmite element analysis are stated as

follows: .

Step 1: Discretize and Select Element Configuration In this step, the region to be studied

is subdivided into a suitable number of small bodies, called fmite elements. Two-

dimensional models were established in this study and quadrilateral elements were used.

Step 2: Select Approximation Function A proper function is selected to interpolate the

unknown displacement and stress from nodal point values in each element. Because of

its simplicity, polynomials are widely used. The polynomial interpolation function used

in this study can be expressed as:

U = NIUI + Nzuz + Naug +"'where:

u = displacement in the element;

ui = displacement at nodal point; and

Ni = interpolation function.

Step 3: Define Strain-Displacement and Stress-Strain Relationships The strain-

displacement relation is defined as (for 2-D analysis):

E, (3.4:.)

övey —
ay (3.4b)

-3% (3.4c)
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where:

sx = strain in x direction;

ay = strain in y direction;

yxy = shear strain in x·y plane;

u = displacement in x direction; and

v = displacement in y direction.

Since a local coordinate system is usually used for simplilication of the computation, a

transformation is needed from the local coordinate to the global system, i.e.

-Q-QQ QQ‘==‘ ax ‘ as ax + an ax ma)

-Q-QQ QQ°¥“ ay “ as ay + an ay (wb)

-Q Q-QQ QQ QQ QQhy- äy + äx
_

äs äy + ät äy + äs äx + ät äx (3°5c)

where:

s, t = local coordinates.

With certain mathematical manipulations, this is finally reduced to:

{8} = [B] {Q} (36)

where:

{a} = a 3 x l vector of strains;

[B] = a 3 x 8 matrix relating the nodal point displacements to strain;

{q} = a 8 x l vector of nodal point displacements.
”

The stress·strain relation or constitutive relation is expressed as:

{¤} = [C] {8} (37)
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where:

{6} = a 3 x l matrix of stresses;

[C] = a 3 x 3 matrix oF material properties relating strain to stress.

Step 4: Derive Element Equations By invoking available laws and principles, equations

governing the behavior oF the element are derived. A number oF alternatives are possible

For this derivation. The energy method was selected in this study. The element equation

is expressed as:

[ki {q} = {Q} (3·8)

where:

{Q} = a 8 x 1 vector oF applied Forces at element nodal points; and

{R} = ff[B]T[C] [B]dXdY ·

Step 5: Assemble Element Equations to Obtain Global Equations and Introduce Boundary

Conditions Based on the law 0F compatibility or continuity, the element equations es-

tablished in Step 4 are assembled to produce global or assemblage equations in the Fol-

lowing Form:

{ZK] {r} = {R} (3-9)

where:

[K] = global property matrix;

{r} = global vector oF nodal displacements; and

{R} = global vector oF applied Forces at nodal points.

The boundary conditions are then introduced into the Finite element model. To apply the

boundary conditions, Equation 3.9, is modified with the constrain conditions at the ge-

ometric boundary. The Final global equations are expressed as:
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[K'] {r'} = {R'} (340)

The prirnes in the variables indicate modification of those variables.

Step 6: Solve for Primary Unknowns and Derived Quantities Equation 3.10 is a set of

linear simultaneous algebraic equations. The well·known Gaussian elimination method

was used in this study to solve the equations. The primary unknowns in this case are the

nodal displacements. After the nodal displacements are computed, the secondary or de-

rived quantities such as strains and stresses can be obtained based on their relations as

derived in Step 3.

Step 7: Interpretation of Results The final and the important aim is to obtain output

from the finite element analysis. The output can be made in the form of printed results

or plotted graphs, which can be readily used for analysis and design.

The finite element method was first introduced for linear elastic analysis of rock me-

chanics problems. Linear models, however, are very rough approximations of real con- ,

ditions, especially of coal and coal measure rock Strata. Qualitative analysis may be

conducted with linear elastic models. Accurate quantitative results, however, appear to

be diflicult to achieve with these models. ln order to sirnulate the actual behavior ofcoal

and coal measure rock strata as described in Section 3.1, non-linear procedures must be

introduced into the finite element models. Several techniques are available for non-linear

fmite element analysis, such as direct iterations, tangent iterations, incremental iter-

ations, initial stress method and initial strain method. In order to be able to utilize a

linear finite element program with minimum modifications to account for the non-linear ·

behavior of rock, the successive iteration technique, which is basically a direct iteration

method, was adopted in this study.
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As shown in Figure 3.4, an idealized non-linear stress-strain curve was assumed in the

fxnite element model. In this curve, the decreasing part, Section BC, was assumed to have

a negative value of the initial elastic modulus, Section AB, that is:

Bsc = ‘ BAB (3-1 1)

In addition, by examining a number of tested curves, the residual strength of yield ma-

terial was assumed to be approximately 10% of the strength of intact coal. The non-

linear behavior of the yielding material was then simulated by gradually altering the

elastic modulus of the material (Figure 3.4). The model commenced with an elastic

modulus for intact coal. After each computer iteration, every element was checked for

failure against the following criteria.

a) For compressive failure:

6 = Go + q63 (3.12)

where:

6 = strength of coal;

60 = uniaxial compressive strength of coal;

q = triaxial factor; and

6, = confining pressure.

b) For tensile failure:

U =

UTwhere:

6-,- = tensile strength of coal.

If the tensile stress of an element exceeded the tensile strength, the element failed in

tension. The modulus of this particular element was then reduced to a very small value,
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approximately 1/ 1000 of the value for intact coal. lf the compressive stress ofan element

exceeded the compressive strength, it failed in compression. The modulus of this element

was then reduced by approximately 10%, and its uniaxial strength was reduced to a

smaller value. This new value was the stress value indicated by the intersection point of ·

the new stress-strain curve with the reduced elastic modulus and the original stress-strain

curve, which is shown in Figure 3.4. When the survey in all elements had been com-

pleted, a new iteration commenced. The same procedure was repeated and iterations

continued until no more elements failed. At this stage, the strength of some elements

might have been gradually reduced to the residual strength and the elastic modulus of

the elements reduced to a very small value, approximately 1/1000 of original value. The

procedure stated above is illustrated in the llowchart shown in Figure 3.5.

The non-linear model established is basically a direct iteration type. lt is similar to the

model developed by Kripakov (1981) as described in Chapter 2. However, since the new

model adopted a procedure of gradually reducing the elastic modulus of the yielding el-

ements, i.e. 10% at a time, the stress-strain curve could be followed more closely.

3.4 Elastic-Plastic Finite Element Model

It is accepted by many authors that the pillar may be considered to behave plastically

after yielding. ln a small, localized region, this plastic deformation assumption may not

be accurate. On a large scale, however, the resulting behavior of a pillar may be well

simulated with elastic-plastic models. A fmite element model was, therefore, developed

in this study utilizing the Von Mises yielding criterion. The model sirnulated yield pillars
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in two stages: an elastic stage prior to yielding, followed by a perfect-plastic stage. The

model also simulated the strain·softening behavior ofyielding coal.

During a complete loading cycle, a coal pillar will progress through two distinct stages:

an elastic deformation stage, which will be maintained up to certain peak load, and the

yielding stage that follows. During the yielding process, the pillar will lose some of its

bearing ability and the load will be transferred elsewhere. A typical test curve is illus-

trated in Figure 3.6, and was simplified to simulate the progressive failure as shown in

the same graph. This model was previously discussed by Gates (1972) and applied to

clay shale for slope stability analysis. It was introduced for pillar yielding analysis in this

research, with some modifications. ·

The basis of this model is a yield function, a generalized Von Mises criterion, which was

first used by Drucker and Prager (1952) for soils. The yield function f is expressed as

follows:

r= 3,1, + (1,)"“ = 1; (3.14)

where:
l

cz , k = material constants;

I, = first invariant of stress tensor, I, = 6,, + ay + az;

J2 = second invariant of stress deviator tensor;

J2 = —é- [(6,, - ay)2 + (0*,, — az)2 + (az — 6,,)2 + 6 (1*},,. + ·r§z + 1%,,)] .

This function can be represented by a cone-shaped yield surface in the stress space.

Different material constants will produce different shapes of cones. As shown in Figure

3.7, the large cone represents the yield surface at the peak strength of coal. Prior to

yielding, any stress condition indicated by a point inside of the large cone, i.e. f< k, is

in the elastic state. When the point representing the stress condition reaches the surface
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of the large cone, the coal begins to yield. At this moment, some load is released and the

stress drops to the surface of the small cone. The point representing the state of the

stress subsequently slides on the surface of the small cone, indicating a perfect-plastic

condition.

The material constants oz and k may be obtained from the cohesion c and the internal

frictional angle ¢>. The relations between them have been derived by Drucker and Prager

as follows:

ot = (3.15a)
(9 + 12 tan ¢>)

3ck (3.15b)
(9 + I2 tan2¢>)l/2

The cohesion c and the internal frictional angle tb are in tum related to the uniaxial

compressive strength do and the triaxial factor q by the following equation:

1 - sin d>c—60
2 cosd, (3.16a)

¢> = sin']2 (3.16b)q + 1

As mentioned above, when the material yields, the stress moves from the large yield

surface to the small one (Figure 3.7). Physically this corresponds to changing ao and q.

As discussed in Section 3.1, when coal yields, the change in q is small. The triaxial factor

q was, therefore, assumed to be constant. Only the uniaxial compressive strength 60 was

reduced. For simplicity, do was assumed to be zero for broken eoal.
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Since mathematically there are numerous ways of changing the stress condition from the

peak yield surface to the residual, some assumptions must be made in order to single out

a unique path of changing stress. It was assumed that the change in the material prop-

erties would not affect the material’s ability to take hydrostatic stress, only deviatoric.

Thereforc, the new stress point remained on a plane of constant hydrostatic stress, and

only decreased its deviatoric component. The direction of the principal stress was also

assumed not to change. In order to establish a unique path and a unique point on the

new yield surface, a line L was drawn from the initial yield point, Pl, to the point of

intersection of the deviatoric plane and the space diagonal (point A, Figure 3.7). This

line intersected the new yield surface at two points, and the point closer to the initial

yield point was selected. Assuming that at stress (6,,,, 6,,,, az,) coal starts to yield, the

equation representing Line L in Figure 3.7 is expressed as:

_
G ·· 6 ..

where:

am = (ax, + ay, + az,)/3 , which is on the space diagonal line.

Since the uniaxial compressive strength was assumed to be zero for yield coal, the con-

stant k in Equation 3.14 was also zero. The equation for the small cone-shaped yield

surface in Figure 3.7, therefore, becomes:

ar, + (1,)"“=o (3.18)

By combining Equations 3.17 and 3.18, and solving for 6,,6,, and az, the new stress

condition was able to be determined. Detailed derivations were listed in Appendix B.
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A yield element in the fmite element model has to go through two stages: an elastic stage

and a plastic stage. In the elastic range, the strain-stress relation or the constitutive re-

lation follows Hook’s law, that is:

{¤} = [C] {=) (3-19)

For plane strain problem models, which were primarily used in this study, the variables

in Equation 3.19 are defined as:

ax::1 = 1*1Tx),

Z — Zn Zn 0
E1°1=TE— 1 21: 2*** ° 1

Ex

_

*1:13 1yxy

For plastic deformation, the Prandtl-Reuss hypothesis of plastic incremental flow rule

is applied. The hypothesis states that the plastic strain rate is proportional to the gradi-

ent of the yield function, i.e.:

_ ard{s}P - ,1 ———ö{o} (3.20)

where:

{6},, = the plastic strain component;

f = the yield function;

{6} = the stress vector; and

A = a constant which can be detemiined from the yield function.
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By incorporating Hook's law, the Prandtl-Reuss hypothesis, and the yield function, the

function for the stress-strain relation in the plastic range, corresponding to the C matrix

in Equation 3, was able to be dcrived (Reyes, 1966):

CH = 2G [1 — h2 — Gx(2h1+ axh3)]

C22 = 2G [1 — h2 — ay (2h, + ayh3)]

6 = 2G J- - h 1*33 2 3 xy

C12 h1 (Gx + Gy) " h3GxGy]

C13 = C31 = ZG ( -1-xy) (hl + oxh3)

C23 = C32 = ZG ( "~'xy) (hx + Vyhs)

where:

G = shearing modulus, and:

l + /4 I1
-•ho°‘

J 1/2
+ a 3

_ 2)

I12ho(cz — -————) — ————··l
h _ 6 <12>"* 0 — 261 <J„>"“

-

2 1 + ll<l+l8a —————3_6#)

hg:
2J1+18;2a 3 — 611 —
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The principles discusscd above were incorporated into a 2-D finite element program

which was specifically coded in FORTRAN . The incremental loading procedure was

applied in the program and the displacement formulation adopted. Since the C matrix

is also a function of the current stress condition, the iteration technique was used to

compute the new stresses. When a particular element yielded in a load increment, the

calculated stresses were substituted back to the C matrix and the stresses recalculated.

The process continued until a certain criterion was met or the number of interactions

exceeded a preset value.

When an element yielded, its stresses dropped to a lower level and the load on the whole

structure lost its balance. Re-establishing the load balance was accomplished by exam-

ining the difference between the applied force and the computed force at every node

point of the finite element mesh. The differential force was applied back to each corre-

sponding node and the stresses recalculated. Four node quadrilateral elements were used

in this finite element model. In order to calculate the nodal forces of each element, the

following integration was carried out:

{F}° = ’U[B]‘{6} w dx dy (3.21)

where:

{F}° = the element nodal force vector;

[B] = the element geometric matrix;

{6} = the stress vector; and

w = the thickness of the element, taken as unity.

In order to evaluate this integration, the element stresses were computed at four Gauss

points as shown in Figure 3.8 and the Gauss quadrature numerical integration method
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used to carry out the computation. The output results, however, printed only the mean

values of the stresses at the four Gauss points for each element. A flow chart of the

computer program was constructed, as shown in Figure 3.9, which illustrates the intemal

logic of the elastic-plastic finite element model.

3.5 Summary and Discussion

Two fmite element models were developed in this research, using different approaches

to simulate the non-linear behavior of yield pillars. The first one adopted the successive

iteration technique, and therefore, is a quasi-elastic model. The model was basically a

linear-elastic one. The non-linear stress-strain behavior was simulated by altering the

elastic modulus of the material with a number of iterations. The second model subdi-

vided the non—linear deformation into two distinct portions: linear-elastic deformation

prior to yielding, followed by perfect plastic deformation.

The first model can be easily realized with a linear finite element program, and requires

minor modifications. The model, however, involved unloading and reloading of the ap-

plied forces whenever the elastic modulus was altered in any of the elements during the

simulation process. This does not occur in reality. It is, therefore, difficult to simulate a

continuous mining sequence with this model. In simulating a continuous mining se-

quence, unloading-reloading cycle may cause major errors. The elastic-plastic model, on

the other hand, is constructed on a more solid mathematical base. While it requires more

complicated computer programming, the load increment technique allows the model to

simulate underground excavating activities more realistically.
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4.1 Field Monitoring

In order to validate the finite element models developed, an underground monitoring

program was initiated in a longwall coal mine located in southwestem Virginia. This

operation was at a depth of l,500·l,600 feet with a mining height in the range of 5.0-6.0

feet. The yield-stable-yield pillar system had been adopted for the longwall entry and

submain entry development to alleviate problems in strata control and to increase coal

recovery. The instrumentation program included monitoring of pillar stresses, rooflto-

floor convergences, roof sags, and horizontal pillar dilations.
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4.1.1 Monitoring Site Selection

The monitoring was carried out during the entry development period. In order to ob-

serve the pillar deformation and stress during the excavation of the entries, the moni-

toring stations were set up as close to the excavation face as possible. The monitoring

continued until the face advanced a suflicient distance away from the monitoring

stations and all related ground movement had been completed. In addition, simple ge-

ometry was preferred for the site selected in order to facilitate mathematical analysis and

computer modeling.
A

Based on the above criteria, two monitoring sites were considered, as shown in Figure

4.1. Site 1 was at the intersection of the submain and the longwall gateway, and was

close to the longwall panel. It was considered possible to detect some influence of the

longwall face on the pillars at Site 1. This site, however, had a complex geometry, which

made computer modeling diflicult. This_ drawback was compensated for by adding a

second monitoring station at Site 2, also shown in Figure 4.1. This location had a simple

geometry and the pillar layout was ir1 a regular yield·stable-yield pattem.

4.1.2 Monitoring Station Set-up and Operation

The measurement ofpillar stress was implemented by installing BPC hydraulic cells. The

BPC’s (BorehoIe Pressure Cells) were designed by the Bureau of Mines and fumished

by MSHA in this research program. As shown in Figure 4.2, the basic component of a

BPC is a flat cell made ofmild steel. The flat cell is 8 inches long, 2 inches wide and 0.35

of an inch thick. It is covered with Portland Cement to form a cylindrical capsule having

a diameter of 2.165 inches. This structure makes the cells sensitive to the applying load
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in one direction only, which is the direction perpendicular to the flat cell. The cells were

then pressured up to approximately 3000 psi with a hand pump. The setting pressure

was considered higher than estimated pillar loading pressure. With copper tubing, the

cells were connected to automatic recorders, as shown in Figure 4.3, which could record

up to seven days of data without interruption. Figure 4.4 shows a borehole into which

a cell was inserted and connected to copper tubing leading to the recorder.

Roof·floor convergences, horizontal pillar dilations and roof sags were monitored by a

number of monitoring stations. A typical set-up is diagrammed in Figure 4.5. Bolts of

7/16 of an inch by 1 inch were installed in the roof and the floor as convergence points.

The convergences were measured with a convergence pole as shown in Figure 4.6. A

dial-gauge, which could be read with an accuracy of 1/10()0 of an inch, was installed on

the convergence pole. Pins with a length of 1.5 feet were fixed on the pillar ribs as

dilation points. A dilation station consisted three pins in a vertical line, as shown in

Figure 4.5. The horizontal pillar dilations were monitored by hanging a plumb bob from

the roof convergence point and measuring the horizontal distance between the plumb

bob string and the dilation points. These readings were also taken weekly. Roof sags

were inspected by leveling. The leveling was referenced to a monument point, which had

a sufficient distance from the working face and was considered stable. The leveling was

conducted bi-weekly.

A total of nineteen hydraulic cells, forty two pairs ofconvergence points (roofand floor

points), and twenty four dilation stations were installed. Figure 4.7 shows the monitor-

ing plan for Site 1 and Figure 4.8 for Site 2. The dotted line in both figures indicates

_ entries to be excavated. The hydraulic cells were inserted into the coal seam before the
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pillars were made so that the pillar stress distribution could be better observed during

the excavation period.

4.1.3 Monitoring Results and Discussion

The monitoring at Site l was not very successful. Some of the hydraulic cells failed. ln

addition, shortly after the measurement started, the mine unexpectedly cut an overcast

through Site 1 and a few more hydraulic cells had to be removed, as well as some con-

vergence points. The data obtained from Site 1 was incomplete and could not be used

for any serious analysis. The following discussion will therefore focus only on Site 2.

Figures 4.9 through 4.14 show the hydraulic cell pressure readings. Cell No. l and Cell

No. 7, which were installed at yield pillar centers, exhibited a pressure increase up to

approximately 6,500 psi and then kept approximately constant at that level. It was no-

ticed that the pressure in Cell No. l increased more rapidly than that in Cell No. 7. This

was because Cell No. 1 was closer to the working face starting point and was affected

earlier than Cell No. 7. The pressure pattems in Cell No. l and Cell No. 7 indicated that

the two yield pillars did not yield completely. The high stress at the center of the pillar

was not yet released. Cell No. 8 had a similar location in the yield pillar as Cell No. 1.

However, Cell No. 8 displayed a different pressure pattem. lt increased up to 6,000-7,000

psi before gradually dropping down to approximately 3,500 psi. This can possibly be

accounted for by the fact that some coal spalling occurred on the yield pillar rib near the

location of Cell No. 8. This spalling caused the yield zone to extend to the Cell No. 8

position. Since the cell was in the yield zone, the cell pressure showed a stress release

pattem. The cell pressures in the stable pillar showed a symmetric pattem. Cell No. 3

and Cell No. 6, which were both located approximately 10 feet from the pillar rib, ex-
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hibited similar pressures in the vicinity of 3,000 psi. By comparison, Cell No. 5, which

was located in the center of the stable pillar, showed a relatively lower pressure of 2,000

psi. This pattern clearly indicated that the stable piHar center was in the intact condition

and that no yielding occurred in the center part of the stable pillar.

Cells No. 2 and No. 4 failed shortly after the excavation started and no useful data were

gained from these two cells.

The hydraulic cells had remained in the pillars for several months and had reached

equilibrium pressures. These values, however, did not represent the true stresses in the

pillars. Some transformation had to be performed to obtain valid pillar stress measure-

ments. As suggested by Lu (1986), vertical pillar stress can be calculated by using the

following equation:

P( F = 7: (4.1)

where:

F = a factor depending on the composite modulus of coal and cell material;

Pc = cell equilibrium pressure;

6,, = vertical stress;

6,, = horizontal stress; and

S = a factor depending on the cell geometry.

Factors F and S were not tested in this study. However, Lu used the same type of hy-

draulic cells as used in this study and conducted underground instrumentation in a West

Virginia coal mine. The values for the study were F=0.93 and S=0.l85. Since the

measurements in this monitoring program were performed in the same Appalachian coal
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field, these two values were adopted as an approximation. In addition, the horizontal

stress ah was assumed to be:

ßah = ov (4.2)

where /,1 is Poisson's ratio for coal.

By substituting the values of F and S into Equation 4.1 and corisiclering Equation 4.2,

the pillar vertical stresses were calculated as illustrated in Table 4.1.

Figures 4.15 and 4.16 present typical curves of the rooflfloor convergence versus the face

advance distance. As illustrated, the largest convergences in both cases occurred at the

yield pillar side and the smallest at the stable pillar side. Further examination found that

the value of the convergence at the entry center was closer to that at the yield pillar side

than to that at the stable pillar side.

Some rock samples from the monitoring site were tested in the laboratory for mechanical

properties. The roof and floor were tested previously by the mining company and found

to have an average uniaxial strength of 19,800 psi (laboratory value) and a triaxial factor

of 2.0. In this study, a number of coal specimens were taken from the mining site and

triaxial tests were performed. Cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 2 inches were

used. Tests were conducted at five different confming pressures, which were 300 psi, 500

psi, 900 psi, 1,500 psi and 2,000 psi respectively. Since the specimens were not cut with

an exact length-to-diameter ratio of 2, the following well-accepted converting equation

was used to convert the tested values to the standard values of two-to-one ratio samples:
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Table 4.1. Pillar Vertical Stresses

Location Yield Pillar Yield Pillar Stable Pillar l0' from l0' from
Center (No.1) Center (No.7) Center (No.5) Rib (No.3) Rib (No.6)

Stress 6100 psi 6600 psi 2050 psi 3300 psi 2820 psi
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X UD/L
V1 12 =i' (43)

0.778 + 0.222Twhere: '
6]/3 = strength of two-to-one ratio specimen;

6D/L = tested sample strength;

D = diameter of the specimen; and

L = length of the specimen.

The converted results are plotted in Figure 4.17. Linear regression analysis was per-

formed on the data. As a result, the following equation was obtained with R2 = 0.869:

6 = 1870 + 3.71 x 63 (4.4)

where:
6 = coal strength (psi); and

63 = confming pressure (psi).

4.2 Comparison of Field Data and Finite Element Models

In order to exarnine the applicability of the finite element models to the analysis of the

load and displacement in coal pillars, the models were compared with the fie1d·observed

data. Two·dimensional analysis of Site 2 was conducted utilizing the finite element

models developed above. Site 2 had a yield-stable-yield pillar pattern with three yield

pillars, two stable pillars and six entries in a row, as shown in Figure 4.1. The yield pillars

were 20 feet, the stable pillars 100 feet, and the entries 20 feet wide. Since the config-

uration was symmetrical, only half of it was modeled. A 2-D finite element mesh was
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constructed as shown in Figure 4.18. The mesh consisted of417 elements and 491 nodes.

In order to better sirnulate pillar yielding phenomena, smaller elements were used for the

yield pillars and for the stable pillar ribs. The coal seam was divided into two layers with

each layer being three feet thick. For the yield pillars and the stable pillar ribs, an ele-

ment size of 2.5 by 3.0 feet was used. The boundary condition on the symmetrical line,

which is on the right side of the mesh, was set to allow vertical movement only, as indi-

cated by the rollers in the mesh plotting. Because of the symmetry, no horizontal dis-

placement was assumed to exist on the symmetrical line. Since there was no information

available from the mining site about the horizontal stress condition, the horizontal stress

was assumed to be one half of the cover load in the simulation. The material properties
I

used in the finite element models are listed in Table 4.2. In the table, the laboratory

uniaxial strength of coal has been reduced by a factor of 1/5, and the roofand floor rock

1 /2 to 1/5 to accommodate the in-situ conditions. The factor 1/2 has been applied to the

uniaxial strength of bolted roof rock, which was considered to be reinforced by the roof

bolts. Two different approaches discussed in Chapter 3 for non-linear simulations,

namely the successive iteration model (S.I.M) and the elastic-plastic model (E.P.M.),

were both used in the modeling. The stresses computed by the two models are presented

in Table 4.3 and compared with the observed values. The stresses calculated by the

progressive failure method (P.F.M.) are also listed in Table 4.3 for comparison.

These results demonstrate that values derived from both fmite element models agreed

reasonably well with the observed values. Both models estimated the same yield zone

width (7.5 feet), which was close to that estimated by the P.F.M. (8.75 feet). The pro-

gressive failure method predicted a yield pillar peak stress of 6,700 psi, which was close

to the observed value of 6,100. The S.I.M. model predicted a yield pillar peak stress

slightly higher than the E.P.M., model, but both values were lower than those observed.
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Table 4.2. Material Properties

Elastic Modulus 350,000 psi
(Coal)

Elastic Modulus 4,200,000 psi
(Roof & Floor)

Uniaxial Strength 370 psi
i

(Coal)

Uniaxial Strength
’

3960 psi
(Roof & Floor)

Uniaxial Strength 9900 psi
(Bolted Roof)

Triaxial Factor 3.71
(Coal)

Triaxial Factor * 2.00
(Roof& Floor)

Poisson's Ratio 0.34
(Coal)

Poisson's Ratio 0.20 ’

(Roof & Floor)
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Table 4.3. Stress Comparison _

Measured P.F.M. S.I.M. E.P.M.

Width of
Yield Zone -- 8.75 ft. 7.50 ft. 7.50 ft.

Yield Pillar
Peak Stress 6100 psi 6700 psi 5200 psi 4600 psi

(No. 1)

Stable Pillar
Peak Stress 3300 psi 6700 psi 3800 psi 3500 psi

(No. 3)

Stable Pillar
Center Stress 2050 psi -- 2300 psi 2300 psi ‘

(No. 5)

Stable Pillar
Peak Stress 2820 psi 6700 psi 3700 psi 3400 psi p

(No. 6)

Yield Pillar
Peak Stress 6600 psi 6700 psi 5100 psi 4500 psi
(No. 7)
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The reason may be that the peak stress values from the finite element models were an

average of the stress in two elements having a combined length of five feet. lf smaller

element mesh had been used, higher values could have been expected. The progressive

failure method, however, determined the same peak stress value for the stable pillar as

for the yield pillar, which was not observed in the field. On the other hand, the stable

pillar stress values calculated by the two finite element models at both the rib and the

center points are more accurate than that calculated by the progressive failure method.

The S.I.M. model predicted a stress value at the stable pillar rib slightly higher than that

predicted by the E.P.M. model.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 display the stress profiles produced by the two f1nite element

models, and compared with the observed values and with the profile generated by the

progressive failure method. The stress profile generated by the S.I.M. model was very

similar to that by the progressive failure method. The stress profile generated by the

E.P.M. model, however, was slightly different, especially as regarded the stress distrib-

ution in the yield zone. This will be further discussed in Chapter 6.

The convergences estimated by the elastic-plastic model are listed in Table 4.4 and

compared with the values observed in the field. All of the predicted values are obviously

higher than those which were observed. This is due to a delayed setting-up ofmonitoring

stations. The stations were able to be installed only after the opening was excavated. By

that time, some initial convergence had already occurred. The observed convergence

thereafter was evidently smaller than the total convergence. Taking a close look at these

values, however, one may notice that the observed values have the same pattern as do

the predicted ones. The highest value occurs at the yield pillar side and the lowest at

stable pillar side. In addition, the convergence at the entry center is much closer to that
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Table 4.4. Convergence Comparison

Measured S._I.M. E.P.M.
lm-) (m-) lm-)

Stable Pillar 0.363 0.92 0.82
Side (Pt. 181)

Entry Center 0.502 0.97 0.86
(Pt. 180)

Yield Pillar 0.578 0.98 0.87
Side (Pt. 179)

Yield Pillar 0.494 0.98 0.86
Side (Pt. 198)

Entry Center 0.470 0.97 0.85
(Pt. 199)

Stable Pillar 0.367 0.92 0.81
Side (Pt. 181)

A
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observed at the stable pillar side. It can be concluded thatthe elastic-plastic finite ele-

ment model provides a reasonable estimation of the rooflfloor convergences.

In general, the finite element models proved to yield adequate predictions of stresses and

displacements around underground openings and coal pillars. Since the elastic-plastic

model was considered to simulate continuous mining sequences better, as discussed in

Chapter 3, this model was utilized in the investigation of different pillar layouts at dif-

ferent mining stages.
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CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS OF LONGWALL

5.1 Longwall Entry Layout Analysis

In order to investigate the performance ofdifferent longwall entry layouts, especially the

suitability of yield pillars for longwall entries, three different entry layouts were simu-

lated utilizing the elastic-plastic finite element model developed in Chapter 3. Three and

four entry designs, commonly used in practice, were examined in the study and included

a yield-stable~yield (y-s-y) four-entry pillar system, a total stable (s-s) three-entry pillar

system and a total yield (y-y) three-entry pillar system, as shown in Figure 5.1.

Longwall chain pillars are subject to dynamic loading conditions. As the longwall face

advances, an abutment pressure is formed in front of the face and on either side of the

longwall panel. The abutment pressure travels along with the longwall face and exerts
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Hold-3t•.bl•—Yl•ld Plllnr layout

Stable Plllnr layout

Ylold Plllnr layout

Figure 5.1 Three Pillar Layouts
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additional load on the pillars as it progresses. A pillar in the longwall entry is, therefore,

affected by different loading stages. To examine the performance of a pillar in the

longwall entry, the condition of the piHar has to be tested at different mining stages, i.e.

at different distances from the longwall face. In order to accomplish this, a three-

dimensional model may seem appropriate. Such modeling, however, is costly and time-

consuming. In dealing with yield pillars, it is necessary to observe the yielding process

of a pillar, and very dense finite element meshes requiring even more computing time

must be constructed. As a result, three-dimensional modeling of yield pillars is rather

impractical.

In order to overcome the difficulties in simulating underground mining structures using

3-D models, while still developing the necessary information, a load augment technique

was developed by Pariseau and Sorensen (1979) utilizing a 2-D fmite element program.

The technique is based upon a simple augmentation of forces in a 2-D analysis to

produce the same average pillar stress that would occur in a full 3-D analysis. Compar-

isons were made between 2-D and 3-D models and the augmented loading procedure

appeared to be promising as an efficient and cost-reducing technique for mine pillar de-

sign.

Based upon the load augmentation principle, 2-D fmite element models were constructed

to calculate pillar stresses and rooflfloor convergences at different mining stages. The

input data were based on those from the mine where the underground monitoring was

conducted. In order to consider 3-D effects, a 2-D model was first constructed, repres-

enting a cross section along the center line of the longwall panel. The finite element mesh

is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The abutment pressure was then calculated with this model,

which is shown in Figure 5.3. The graph indicates that the maximum peak pressure was
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about 5 times of the cover load and occurred about 13 feet in front of the face. Typical

ranges of abutment pressures have been reported by Peng and Chiang (1984) based on

field measurements. Their data indicate the front abutment pressures ranging from 0.2

to 6.4 times the cover load and the maximum pressure occurring from 3 to 20 feet in

front of the face. By comparison, the predicted values are well within the empirical

ranges.

The stress distribution in and above the coal seam was recorded at three locations, i.e.

200 feet in front of the face, 100 feet in front of the face, and 13 feet in front of the face,

the last being where the peak pressure occurred in the seam. The resulting abutment

loads were applied to the 2-D models representing three different pillar layouts. Figures

5.4 through 5.6 show the finite element meshs for the y·s-y layout, the s-s layout, and

the y-y layout, as well as the corresponding loading conditions. The horizontal stresses

in the models were assumed to be one half of the vertical cover load. lt can be noticed

that, besides the cover load and the initial horizontal stresses, an additional load induced

by the abutment pressure was introduced above the longwall panel. The distribution of

the stress was arranged according to that calculated by the abutment load model. This

additional load varied as the longwall face advanced. At a location 300 feet in front of

the face, there was no additional load but only the cover load and the initial horizontal

stress. When the face was 200 feet away, additional load was introduced on top of the

longwall panel, which increased when the face advanced nearer until the peak stress was

reached. The finite element modeling representing each pillar layout was carried out

following these sequences. The load was added to the model continuously without re-

starting the simulation and the results were recorded after every load addition.
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The simulation results indicated that the yield pillars in both the y-s-y layouts and the

y-y layout started to yield after they were formed during the excavation period, and that

the stable pillars in both the y-s-y and s-s layouts held an elastic core throughout the

rnining sequence. The calculated vertical stresses in the pillar next to the headgate entry

are plotted in Figure 5.7, which reveals that the stresses in the yield pillar layouts were

higher than that in the stable pillar layout when there was no influence from abutment

pressure. However, the stress in the stable pillar layout increased dramatically when the

face approached, producing a high stress concentration. By contrast, the stresses in the

yield pillars were kept approximately constant and the high stress was released. Further

examination also showed that the pillar stress at the headgate was the lowest when the

y-s-y layout was used. The stress in the y-y layout was only slightly higher. However, the

modeling results indicated that, in the y-y layout, the roof began to break when the peak

abutment stress was reached. On the other hand, when the y-s-y layout was used, roof

remained in good condition throughout the mining sequence.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the convergences at the center ofheadgate entry. The convergences

increased as the face advanced. The s-s layout had the lowest value and the y-y layout

the highest. The convergence in the y-s-y layout was approximately equal to the average

value of the other two.

The vertical stress in the stable pillar of the y-s-y layout is presented in Figure 5.9 and

also compared with that of the s-s layout. It demonstrates that the stress in the y-s-y

layout was higher when the face was far away. However, the stress in the s-s layout in·

creased more rapidly and exceeded the stress level in the s-y-s layout when the face was

passing by.
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By comparing the modeling results of the three pillar layouts, it may be concluded that,

under the given conditions, the y-s-y layout may be the most suitable design. It will re-

lease high stress concentrations and maintain roof stability.

5.2 Parametric Studies

Parametric studies were conducted in order to further explore the mechanism of pillar

yielding. For this purpose, a smaller finite element model was constructed as shown in

Figure 5.10, concentrating on a single yield pillar. Different parameters affecting pillar

yielding were examined. Each parameter was varied over a range of values and tested

with the fmite element model.

Poisson’s ratio and the triaxial factor were found to be the two most inlluential param-

eters. Poisson’s ratio was varied from 0.32 to 0.36. With the other parameters remained

constant, a greater Poisson’s ratio resulted in a higher peak vertical stress in the pillar.

When the Poisson’s ratio was sufficiently great, there was an unyielded elastic core re-

maining in the pillar and the peak vertical stress was slightly lower than that of critical

yielding condition (Figure 5.11). In the case being studied, when Poisson’s ratio was

greater than 0.35 at a depth of 1,500 feet, there was an unyielded core in the 20 foot

pillar. An intuitive explanation of this may be stated as follows. The strength of coal is

a function of confming pressure, which is the horizontal stress in this case. A simplified

relation between the horizontal stress and the vertical stress may be expressed as follows:

vi, = MV (5-1)

where:
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ah = horizontal stress;

6,, = vertical stress; and

ll = Poisson's ratio.

With the same vertical stress, the horizontal stress is higher if the Poisson's ratio is

greater. As the Poisson's ratio increases the horizontal stress increases, which imposes

a higher confining pressure on the pillar core and increases the strength ofcoal. With the

greater strength, coal will stand a higher vertical load, producing a higher vertical stress

in the pillar. lt may be noticed that the effect of Poisson's ratio has not been considered

in the progressive failure formulation developed by Wilson (1977, 1981). The pillar stress

and the yield zone are not affected by Poisson's ratio in that formulation.

The triaxial factor was varied from 3.7 to 4.5 and a trend similar to that exhibited by

Poisson's ratio was found, and is presented in Figure 5.12. With a greater triaxial factor,

a higher peak vertical stress occurred in the pillar. When the triaxial factor was suffi-

ciently large, the pillar did not yield completely. instead, an elastic pillar core remained

in the center. This is due to the fact that a larger triaxial factor will result in a greater

coal strength, and in turn will induce higher stress in the pillar.

By varying the width of the yield pillar from 10 to 24 feet, it was found that the vertical

stress in the yield pillar was strongly related to the yield pillar width. As illustrated in

Fig. 5.13, when the pillar size was small, the pillar yielded completely, producing a low

vertical stress. As the pillar width increased, the stress increased until the width was great

enough to allow for an elastic core in the pillar. While the stress in the yield pillar in-

creased, less and less load was transferred to the abutment pillar. The peak stress in the

abutment pillar was, therefore, decreasing. As displayed in Figure 5.13, however, the

peak stress change in the abutment was not as significant as was the peak stress change

in the yield pillar.
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The width of the opening was tested from 10 to 28 feet, and the relationship between the

width
‘of

the opening and pillar stress was found as shown in Figure 5.14. It can be ob-_

served that the peak vertical stress in the abutment pillar increased, corresponding to an

increase in the opening width. Since the yield pillar had yielded, the stress in the yield

pillar did not change significantly except for displaying some minor fluctuations which

were due to the numerical approximation technique used in the modeling. The yield zone

in the abutment pillar, however, did change considerably, from 7.5 feet at an opening

width of 10 feet, to 10 feet at an opening width of 22 feet, as shown in Figure 5.15.

Again, by contrast, the influence of the opening width upon the pillar stress and the yield

zone is not reflected in Wi1son's method.

Finally, as might be expected, depth is a major factor affecting the yield zone. As illus-

trated in Figure 5.16, at a depth of 300 feet the yield zone was around 2.5 feet, and it

increased up to 10 feet at a depth of 1,300 feet indicating that the 20 foot yield pillar

started to yield as a whole.

In addition, the material Young's modulus was also examined in this study. Within the

tested range, however, no significant effects were found with this model.

5.3 Summary and Discussion

A modified load augmentation technique was introduced in this chapter, which took into

account the abutment effect upon the longwall chain pillars with 2-D fmite element

models. The technique greatly reduced the cost of computer simulation and made the

modeling ofyield pillars simpler. Although further testing of the accuracy of the recom-

mended method remains to be conducted, the modeling yielded very reasonable results.
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Three different longwall entry pillar layouts were investigated in this chapter. The results

indicated that adopting yield pillars in longwall entries might reduce the high stress

concentration significantly. This has the potential to prevent floor heaving problems, to

improve ground conditions in multi-seam mining, and to ease some ground control dif-

ficulties in general. Among the three pillar systems examined, the yield-stable·yie1d pillar

system was found to be the most suitable design under the given conditions. This coin-

cided with the experience obtained in actual mining operations (Gauna, et al., 1985, and

Gauna, et al., 1986), where the yield-stable-yield pillar layout had been found to be the

best design and had significantly reduced the floor heave which existed in the regular

pillar system.

The parametric analysis perfomied in this chapter revealed that the yielding condition

and the stress distribution in a yield pillar depended on a number factors. Among the

material properties, Poisson’s ratio and the triaxial factor were found to be the most in-

fluential parameters. As the study indicated, the load was transferred from the yield pillar

onto adjacent abutment pillars and the stress in the yield pillar was released. The trans-

ferred load in the abutment pillars was, however, distributed over a relatively large area.

The stress increase in the abutment pillars was, therefore, less significant than the stress

decrease in the yield pillar. The final result was then a great peak stress reduction in the

yield pillar, with a small stress increase in the abutment pillar. This may significantly

release stress concentration in some sensitive areas.
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CHAPTER 6: DEVELOPMENT OF YIELD

PILLAR DESIGN GUIDELINES

6.1 Introduction

Without a good understanding of the stress distribution in the pillar yield zone, an ade-

quate design of yield pillars is almost impossible. As indicated in Chapter 4, there was

some discrepancy between the elastic-plastic fmite element modeling and the progressive

failure theory as regarded stress distribution in the pillar yield zone. This discrepancy is

discussed in detail in this chapter, and the progressive failure theory critically reviewed.

Following the review, a mathematical model concerning the yield zone stress distrib-

ution, established based on the statistical analysis of fmite element simulations, will be

presented. It will then be shown how this mathematical model was further developed to

estimate the pillar bearing capacity and the width of yield zone. On the basis of the new

equations describing the pillar yield zone, yield pillar designconcepts will be introduced

and nomograms constructed for quick reference presented.
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6.2 Discussion on the Progressive Failure Theory

Based on the assumption that the strength of coal is a linear function of the confming

stress, Wilson in his progressive failure theory was able to obtain a closed-form solution
U

for estimating the stress distribution in the yield zone. A set of formulas was derived for

the estimation of the yield zone width and for the calculation ofpillar strength.

According to the progressive failure theory, the equilibrium of an element of thickness

dx in the broken coal zone of a mine pillar is given by (Figure 6.1):

Hdßx = Zvoydx (6. la)

or,

dax 2v*= —· 6. lbdx H GV ( )

where

H = mining height;

v = coeflicient of intemal friction;

ax, ay = horizontal and vertical stresses; and

x = distance into the pillar .

The equation implies that the horizontal force at any point should be equal to the re-

sistant force induced by the vertical stress due to the intemal friction. This equation was

further developed in order to obtain the stress distribution in the yield zone. However,

closer examination indicated that the right—hand side of Equation 6.la is the maximum

possible resistant force under the vertical stress ay. The resistant force does not have to

be the maximum value at aH times. Any horizontal force of less than this maximum
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value will be balanced by a matching resistant force. Therefore, equilibrium may be

achieved under a less strict condition, that is:

Hdd, S Zvdydx (6.221)

or,

dax 2v
dx S dy (6.2b)

Assuming that the linear relation between the coal strength and the conlining stress still

holds true in the yield zone, that is:

dy = qd, (6.3)

where:

q = triaxial factor.

Equation 6.2b may be rewritten as:

dü 2qv
ÜS ···IT d, (6.4)

Therefore, any function d, = f(x) satisfying the above condition can be a possible hori-

zontal stress distribution in the yield zone. The stress distribution formula obtained in

the progressive failure theory illustrates only an extreme case in which the horizontal

force is assumed to be the maximum possible resistant force induced by the vertical load

through intemal friction, which may not be a valid assumption. ‘

In addition, as indicated in the previous chapter, the stress in the yield pillar is also a

function of Poisson's ratio. This relation between the pillar stress and Poisson's ratio is
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not reflected in the progressive failure formulation. In the following, a formula describ-

ing the stress distribution in the yield zone, and developed by statistically analyzing the

results of a series of finite element simulations is shown. The formula incorporates the

effect ofPoisson’s ratio, as well as that of the triaxial factor, into the calculation of stress

distribution in the yield zone.

6.3 Finite Element Modeling and Analysis of the Results

In order to study the behavior of the yield zone, a 2-D flnite element mesh was con-

structed as shown in Figure 6.2, and computer simulations were conducted using this

model. From the simulation results, it was found that the stress distribution in the yield

zone was not affected by the applying load. As long as the coal yielded, the stress in the

yielding zone was irrespective of the magnitude of the load applied to the pillar. In the

yield zone, all the materials were assumed to behave plastically. When additional load

was applied to the pillar, the materials deformed continuously without increasing the

stress, which was indicated by a flat line in the stress-strain curve. The stress in the yield

zone can, therefore, be considered to be irrespective of the applied load.

In the simulation, a range of values was used for the input parameters. The triaxial fac-

tor covered a range from 3.5 to 4.5 and the Poisson’s ratio from 0.3 to 0.4. These ranges

were considered to be the common values for most coals. The simulation results were

statistically analyzed utilizing several different linear and non-linear procedures, and a

simple formula was reached. It was found that the stress in the yield zone of coal pillars

was influenced by three parameters: the triaxial factor, the Poisson’s ratio, and the dis-

tance into the pillar. This can be expressed as follows:
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Gx = ((6) (0) fl =,§) (6-5)

where:

6,, = horizontal stress in the yield zone (psi);

q = triaxial factor;

HQ) = QM ;
12 = Poisson's ratio;

f(;2) = -0.028 + 0.057/2 + 0.17122 ;

x = distance into the pillar;

H = height of the pillar; and

L = L 2 L 2f(H)6545(H)-1-454(H).

Assuming that the linear relation between the strength ofcoal and the confming pressure

is valid in the yield zone, the vertical stress was Found to be:

dy = Q¤„ = Q HQ) flu) flä) (6~6)

A comparison was made between Equation 6.6, the Formula proposed by Wilson (1972),

and the field data which was used to validate Wilson's model. The comparison is illus-

trated in Figure 6.3, which shows clearly that the Formula developed in this study fits the

observed data better than does Wilson’s equation. One questionable point about

Wilson's equation is that, at a large distance into the yield zone, the stress increases so

rapidly that within a very small distance, the difference in stress is excessive. Such a steep

increase is unlikely to occur in practice. On the other hand, the formulation presented

here produces a smoother and, therefore, more realistic stress ircrease.

The Formula was also tested against Equation 6.4, as shown in Figure 6.4. The figure

shows that the inequality condition is satisfied everywhere in the yield zone except at the
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very edge of the pillar. In the fmite element model no constraint was applied on the pillar

rib, and the stress at the rib was forced to be zero in the regression procedures. This

caused the inequality condition to be unsatisfied at the pillar rib. However, examination

indicated that forcing the stress at the pillar rib to be zero had little effect on the accu·

racy of the equation while simplifying the computation significantly.

Since Equation 6.6 was obtained from statistical analyses, there are certain limitations

and, therefore, the equation should be used with caution. In general, the estimated yield

zone should be within 5 times the pillar height. The triaxial factor should be between

3.0 and 5.0, and the Poisson's ratio in the range of0.25 to 0.45. Since these values cover

a wide range of mining conditions in most coal seams, the equation developed in this

study has a wide application.

Using the same assumption as in the progressive failure theory, the horizontal stress at

the inner boundary of the yield zone can be considered equal to the virgin stress, yh, that

is:

Gx = f(<1) ((11) (Iä ) = vh (6-7)

The width of the yield zone may be determined by solving for x, i.e.

11 10*5
Xb = H {9.61 >< cos[ ä cos"l( — 1)] — 4.8} (6.8)

where

Xb = width of the yield zone (in.);

y = average overburden density (lb/cubic in.); and

h = depth (in,).
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The width of the yield zone versus mining depth is plotted in Figure 6.5. The curves are

also compared with the results obtained from Wilson's original formulas. There are two

equations defined by Wilson for the width ofthe yield zone. In Equation I, it is assumed

that the roof and floor have a similar strength as the coal. In Equation I I, the roof and

floor are assumed to be stronger than the coal. It is interesting to note that, with a small

Poisson's ratio, the curve of Equation 6.8 coincides with Wilson’s Equation I, and as

Poisson's ratio increases, it approaches the curve suggested by Wilson's Equation II. In

other words, with different values of Poisson's ratio Equation 6.8 covers the range cal-

culated by the two formulas proposed by Wilson.

Following a similar derivation as that in the progressive failure theory, the equations for

the estimation of the pillar bearing capacity P were obtained as follows:

(1) For a square yield pillar in which there is no elastic core:

s‘ P = q r(q) r(„) (273Ä + 5.68Ä) (6.9)
H H

(2) For a rectangular yield pillar in which there is no elastic core:

s 2
P = q 1(q) r(„) [273Ä+ 5.68Ä+ (1. — w) (545Ä+ 14.2Ä)] (6.10)

H H H H

(3) For a square stable pillar in which there is an elastic core:

P = q r(q) r(„) [273 %+ 5.68 %+ (w- 2Xb) (1090%+
H H H

X: 2
+ 28.4

F
)] + (W — 2Xb) (ao + qyh) (6.11)
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(4) For a rectangular stable pillar in which there is an elastic core:

P- 273—}§- 568Ä L W 4X 545§’-—qfl<1)fl#)[ H, +- H, +( + — 1„)( H, +

Xt
+ 14.2F)] + (W — 2Xb) (L — 2Xb) (ao + qyh) (6.12)

where:

W = pillar width (in.);

L = pillar length (in.); and

ao = unconfmed strength of coal.

In a stable pillar, the strength of the elastic core was assumed to be Go + qyh .

6.4 Yield Pillar Design Consideration

A yield pillar is defined as one which yields upon isolation from the coal seam (Martin

et al., 1985). In order to perform the function of releasing the stress, a yield pillar should

not exhibit a elastic core, which would stand a great load and induce a high stress. Ac-

cording to this definition, the yield pillar width may be considered to be twice the width

of the yield zone, that is:

- 11 10-5
W=2Xb=2H{9.61><cos[-ä-cos - 1)] -4.8} (6.13)

This may be considered the maximum yield pillar width. If the width is greater, an elastic

core will appear in the center and the pillar will no longer be classifiable as a yield pillar.

Using a triaxial factor of 4.0, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, and a pillar height of 6 feet, the

maximum yield pillar width is plotted against the depth in Figure 6.6.
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The maximum yield pillar width calculated above is, however, a critical value. Although
5

at this width there is no elastic core in the pillar, a very high stress will occur at the

center of the pillar. The peak stress can exceed the cover load by five or six times. In

order to avoid this, the pillar width must be reduced. One suggestion is to select a yield

pillar such that the peak vertical stress at its center equals the average tributary stress.

The average tributary stress may be calculated as:

h W + W L + W
UT = (6.14)

where:

61- = average tributary stress (psi); ·

W = pillar width (in.);

L = pillar length (in.); and

Wo = opening width (in.).

By combining Equations 6.6 and 6.14, the pillar width may be obtained from the fol-

lowing equation: °

Wq1”(q)1(#)1(§)=¤r (6-15)

where:

ll. - lf. 2 .VL 2f(
ZH

)—6545(
ZH ) +454(

2H).
Since 61- is also a function of the pillar width W, both sides of the equation involve the

unknown W. A closed-form solution for W is quite complicated. However, utilizing one

of the personal computers widely used today in the mining industry, the equation can

be solved in a few simple iterations. With a triaxial factor equal to 4.0, a Poisson’s ratio

equal to 0.3, and a pillar height equal to 6 feet, the recommended yield pillar width ver-

sus depth is plotted in Figure 6.7. .
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Practice and theoretical analysis have demonstrated that yield pillars allow a general

lowering of the roof and transfer of load onto abutment pillars. This phenomenon can

be explained by the pressure arch theory. As a pillar yields, the roof is lowered and a

pressure arch is formed above the yield pillar, transferring overburden load to the abut-

ment pillars on either side. As recommended by observations in other coal fields

(Holland, 1963), the height of the pressure arch is about twice the opening width. In the

case studied here, since the pillar yields, the total opening width WT will be that of the

pillar width plus the opening width on either side of the pillar, that is:

WT = W + 2Wg (6.16)

The height of the pressure arch D, therefore, is given by:

D = 2WT = 2 (W + 2Wg) (6.17)

Since the overburden load above the pressure arch is transferred to the abutment pillars,

the minimum function of a yield pillar can be assumed only to support the roof strata

below the pressure arch. If the pressure arch is considered to have a parabolic shape, the

weight of the rock under the arch is:

Q = ä- YDWT (L + Wg) (6.18)

where:

Q = weight of the rock under the pressure arch (lbs.);

y = average density of the rock (lbs./cubic in.);

D = height of the pressure arch (in.);

WT = total opening width (in.);

L = pillar length (in.); and

Wg = opening width (in.) .
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By equating Q to the loading capacity of yield pillars, the minimum yield pillar width

may be obtained. In the case of common rectangularly-shaped pillars (Equation 6.10),

the minimum yield pillar width may be determined by the following equation:

Q = q f(q) f(;1) [273 —w; 4- 5.68¥+ (L — W) (545 lv; +14.2 lg- )] (6.19)
H H H H

Again, solving this equation for W is complex, but through a few simple iterations using

a personal computer, the rninirnum yield pillar width can be easily obtained. It may be

noticed that neither side of Equation 6.19 involves the depth h. This is because the

height of the pressure arch was considered to be twice the total opening width at any

depth. The minimum yield pillar width is, therefore, not a function of the mining depth.

As long as the pillar is yielded, the minimum pillar width is a fixed value at all depths.

The three yield pillar widths derived above, i.e. the maximum, the recommended, and the

minimum, are plotted in Figure 6.8 against rnining depth for easy comparison. In the

graph, the triaxial factor was taken to be 4.0, Poisson's ratio 0.3, the pillar height 6 feet,

and the opening width 20 feet.

As mentioned above, the three equations calculating pillar width can be easily solved

by personal computers. For quick reference, three nomograms were also constructed for

different values of Poisson's ratios, the triaxial factors, the depths and the pillar heights,

which are presented in Figures 6.9 through 6.11. In the nomograms, an average value

of 160 lb/ft3 was taken for the overburden density. The opening width was assumed to

be 20 feet and the pillar length was taken to be 80 feet, resulting in a combined length

of 100 feet which is very common in underground coal rnines. Tests using the

nomograms indicated that the pillar length was not a very sensitive factor. Within the

range of 80i20% feet, the nomograms provided a reasonable accuracy. As an example
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of use of the nomograms, let a triaxial factor of 4.0, a Poisson's ratio 0.325, a depth of

1,800 feet, and a pillar height 6 feet be assumed. Start with the triaxial factor on the

nomograms and follow the dotted line. The line intersects the appropriate value of

Poisson's ratio, followed by the mining depth and the height ofpillar, and finally reaches

the required pillar width. For the input parameters given above, the maximum, the re-

commended, and the minimum yield pillar widths are 21 feet, 17 feet, and 10 feet re-

spectively.

6.5 Case Studies

In order to exemplify the equations developed above, two case studies of longwall op-

erations are presented here. In both cases the yield-stable-yield pillar system has been

used.

Case No. 1: The mine was located in southwestern Virginia and the following input pa-

rameters were used to determine appropriate yield pillar sizes:

depth = 1,600 feet

mining height = 6 feet

triaxial factor = 3.71

Poisson's ratio = 0.33

opening width = 20 feet

pillar length = 100 feet ,

Using Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11, the maximum, the recommended, and the minimum

yield pillar sizes were found to be 21 feet, 17 feet, and 10 feet, respectively. The actual
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size used in the longwall operation was 20 feet. The stress distribution on those pillars

was monitored during a detailed in—situ measurement study at the mine. The results

showed that the stress at the center of the pillar increased to a peak of about 6,100 to

6,600 psi, and stayed reasonably constant at that level. This indicated that the pillar was

not completely yielding. If the width had been reduced by a few feet, the high stress at

the center of the pillar would have been avoided, therefore, the recommended pillar

width of 17 feet was shown to be a better choice.

Case No. 2: The No.4 Mine of Jim Walter Resources, Inc. located in Alabama adopted

yield—stable-yield pillar system in the longwall entries in order to increase the production

and to improve ground control conditions (Gauna, et al., 1985 and Gauna, et al., 1986).

The yield pillar sizes were determined based upon the following parameters:

depth = 2,000 feet

rnining height = 6 feet

triaxial factor = 3.00 _

Poisson’s ratio = 0.33

opening width = 20 feet

pillar length = 100 feet

By using the nomograms, the maximum, the recommended, and the minimum yield pillar

sizes were found to be 27 feet, 21 feet, and 12 feet respectively. Two different sizes of

yield pillars were tested in the mine, one 25 feet and one 20 feet in width. The 25-foot

pillar was found not to yield completely when it was formed, but started to yield when

the longwall face came near. The 20-foot pillar yielded immediately after excavation and

the mine decided that 20 feet was a more appropriate size for the yield pillars, which was

very close to the pillar width recommended here.
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6.6 Summary and Discussion

A critical review of the progressive failure theory was conducted in this chapter, and it

was found that the force equilibrium equation used in the derivation applied only under

extreme conditions. The actual conditions might differ. A new equation, describing the

stress distribution in the yield zone, was derived by statistically analyzing the results of

a series of non-linear finite element simulations. The latter equation fitted the observed

field data better than did the original equation, proposed in the progressivelfailure the-

ory. As indicated above, any function satisfying Equation 6.4 could represent a possible

stress distribution in the yield zone. The equation derived in this chapter seemed to be

a better one than that proposed in the progressive failure theory. The actual stress dis-

tribution in the yield zone, however, might differ from that used in this study. Further

studies in this area are certainly needed.

Three possible yield pillar sizes were proposed in this chapter, namely the maximum, the

recommended, and the minimum yield pillar widths. The recommended yield pillar width

is only a suggestion for reducing the peak stress in the center of the yield pillar. Other

possibilities still exist. lt should be pointed out that the three yield pillar sizes proposed

in this chapter did not take the pillar rib spalling into consideration. In order to account

for this effect, an additional factor may be needed, depending on local coal conditions.
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7.1 Conclusions

An investigation into the mechanism of yield pillars was conducted in this research and

yield pillar design formulas were developed. Based on the research results, the following

conclusions can be drawn:

1. The literature review conducted in this research reveals that most empirical pillar

design formulas only deal with the ultimate strength of coal pillars. No yield zone

is considered in those formulas, which makes them diflicult to utilize in yield pillar

design. On the other hand, the progressive failure theory provides some insight into

the pillar yielding mechanism. The theory may be further developed to study the

behavior of yield pillars, and may eventually be developed for yield pillar design.
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2. Two fmite element models were developed in this study, each using a different non-

linear approach. The comparisons between the finite element models and the field

data demonstrate that both models agree well with the observations of underground

monitoring. Both models may be used to predict displacement and stress in coal

pillars. The successive iteration non-linear model can be easily adapted from a linear

finite element program while the elastic-plastic finite element model needs more

computer programming. When adopting the load increment technique, the elastic-

plastic model is more suitable for simulating underground excavations.

3. When utilizing the finite element models to study the pillar yielding phenomena,

very dense finite element mesh is required. It is extremely costly and time-consuming

to perform 3-D finite element modeling with such a dense mesh. The modified load

augmentation technique adopted in this study appears to be an economical and ef-

ficient way of using 2-D models to simulate yield pillars without losing much of in-

formation derived from a 3-D model. Although the accuracy of the suggested

technique needs to be further verified by comparison with a 3-D model, the general

trend resulting from the 2-D model is very promising.

4. Three longwall entry layouts, namely a yield-stable-yield pillar layout, a stable-stable

layout, and a yield-yield layout, were investigated using the elastic-plastic model

developed in this research. Of these, the yield-stable-yield pillar layout appears to

be the best design for longwall entries. It can release the high stress concentration

and maintain the roof stability throughout the mining sequence. This result agrees

with the experience obtained in the underground coal mine of the Jim Walter Re-

sources, Inc., where the yield-stable-yield pillar layout was tested and found to be

the most suitable design for the mine. The yield-yield layout has a similar stress-
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release effect; however, it may encounter some roof instabilities at certain mining

Stagcs.

5. A comprehensive parameter analysis performed in this research indicates that,

among the material properties, the triaxial factor and Poisson’s ratio are the two

parameters most influential with regard to pillar yielding. Serious consideration

should be given to these factors designing yield pillars.

6. The progressive failure theory describes pillar yielding phenomena to a certain ex-

tent. Critical review of the theory, however, reveals that it ignores the effects of some

important factors, such as Poisson’s ratio. In addition, in the progressive failure

theory, the equation concerning the stress distribution in the yield zone illustrates

only an extreme case. The real stress distribution pattem may differ. Further im-

provements may be needed.
l

7. On the basis of finite element modeling, a new equation describing the stress dis-

tribution in the yield zone was developed by statistically analyzing the modeling re-
l

sults. The new equation appears to fit the field data better than does the equation

used in the progressive failure theory.
l

8. Three formulas for determining yield pillar widths, the maximum, the recommended,

and the minimum yield pillar widths, were derived in this study and three

nomograms were constructed for quick reference. Case studies conducted in this re-

search demonstrated that the formulas provide reasonably accurate estimation of

yield pillar widths.
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7.2 Recommendations

The studies conducted here also indicates that more research may be needed in the fol-

lowing areas:

1. The computer models established in this study were validated with limited field ob-

servations. More extensive in-situ monitoring is certainly needed to further verify the

accuracy of the models developed. An important factor in yield pillar design is the

stress distribution in the yield zone. In the literature, however, very few case studies

concerning the in-situ stress distribution in the yield zone could be found. The in-situ

stress in the yield zone should be further investigated in order to have a better

understanding of yield pillar behavior.

2. Physical modeling has been effectively performed in rock mechanics research. In the

study of yield pillars, it can also serve as a supplemental method to numerical mod-

eling and in-situ monitoring. It may save time and reduce cost, and it has the ad-

vantage of easy manipulation compared with in-situ monitoring. Some phenomena

which are difficult to observe in the field may be simulated with a physical model,

and the results may be used to improve mathematical modeling. Studies of yield

pillar behavior using physical models are strongly recommended.

3. The modified load augmentation technique suggested in this study seems to be an

economical and efiicient way to extract 3-D information from a 2-D finite model.

The accuracy of this technique, however, has not been fully tested. A comprehensive

3-D model simulation is needed in order to further verify the load augmentation

technique recommended.
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4. The factors of pillar rib spalling and fractures in the coal pillar have not been con-

sidered in the yield pillar design formulas derived in this study. More studies on

these factors are needed. Also, further validation of the yield pillar design formulas

through comparison of results with additional case studies is recommended.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF RESIDUAL

STRESS CONDITIONS IN THE

ELASTIC-PLASTIC MODEL

In the elastic-plastic model, when the stress condition satisfies the yield function, the

material yields and the stresses drop down to a residual stress level. The calculation of

the new residual stress condition is discussed in the following. As described in Section

3.3, the stress condition is changing along line L in the stress space as shown in Figure

3.7. Assuming that at stress level (6,,,, 6,,, 62,), the material starts to yield, the equation

representing line L is expressed as:

6 -6 6 - 6 1 6 — 6

where:

6,.,, = (6,,, + 6,,, + 62,)/3 ; and

6,,_ 6y_ 62 = stresses in the stress space.
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The equation for the residual stress surface (the smaller cone-shaped yield surface in

Figure 3.7) is:

ar, + (12)*/2 = 0 (A.2)

Explicitly, this equation may be expressed as (for plane strain problems):

_L 2 2 2 1/2 _
0¤(¤„+¤y+¤Z)+{ 6 [(<¤x—¤y) +(¤y—¤z) +(¤z—¤„) ]+r„y} —

where:

ot = material constant.

Letting am = am — 6,22, amy = am — ay], and am = am — 62, Equation A.l becomes:

Gmy(Ux " dx!) = 0mx(ay “ dy!) (A·3a)

amz(Ux —
axl) = amx(6z

—
az!) (A·3b)

Rearranging the equations produces:

crmy
dy = (dx — dx!) + dy! (A.4a)

dmzdz = 7;,;* (dx — ml + du (A·2*b)

Based on the mechanics of material, the shear stress is related to the normal stresses.

The relationship may be expressed as:

26 .
u

Txy = (cx " dy) (A5)

where:
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2
tan 28 = . '

a
Considering Equation A.5, letting Rxy =ü, Ru =%, and substituting Equation

l

A.4 into Equation A.2 result in:

13adm + {-6- [dx ” Rxy(ox ° Uxl) " ayl]2
+ [Rxy(ax " dxl) + ay}

_
Rxz(6x ° °'x1)“ Uu]2 +

228+ [6, - R„(¤„ — ax,) — ¤,,3’
+%[ax - R,„(«„ - «„,) — «„,32}‘”

= 0 (A.6)

Rearranging the equation produces:

54a2U3n = [(1 ' Rxy)°x + (Rxyoxl '
°”y1)]2

+ [(Rxy
_

Rxz)Ux —
(Rxycxl "

—
Rxzüxl

_
dy! + ozl)]2 + [(1 ' Rxz)ax + (Rxzaxl

—
611):12 +

+ %tan228[(1 — Rxy)ax + (Rxyaxl — 6yl)]2 (A.7)

Letting:

ßl = 54¢X2U?n

ßz = 1 + tan228

Cl 1 * Rxy

C2 = 1 * Rxz

C3 = Rxy
_

Rxz

C4 = Rxydxl
_

ay}

Cs = Rxzoxl
—

621

results in:

ß2<cr«„ + df + t<:„«„ — <cr -
<:01’

+ (cw, +
<:5>’

- ßl = <> (A-8)
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Expanding the equation produces:

ßzCi¤„i + 2ßzC¤C4¤x + ß;C4 + Civil ·· 2C3(C4 — Cs)¤„ + (C4 — C6)2 +

+ c§o§ c§ - ß, = 0 (A.9)

Collecting like terms and letting:

A=ß2C§+C§+C§

B = 2ß2C,C4 — 2C3(C4 —- C5) + 2C2CS

C =ß2C4 + (C4 — Cs)2 + C2 — ßx

lead to:

Aoi + Box + C = 0 (A.l0)

This finally results in:

— B i „ /B2 — 4AC
ox = (A.1 Ia)

cry = Rxy(ox - ox,) + ay, (A.1 lb)

oz = Rxz(ox — axl) + ox, (A.1 lc)

(ox — oy) (A.1 ld)

These are the two sets of solutions for Equations A.l and A.2. The one closer to the

point (ox}, oyl, ox,) in the stress space was taken as the new stress condition.
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APPENDIX B: EQUATION DERIVATIONS IN

CHAPTER 6

B.1 Width of the Yield Zone

Equation 6.7 presents:

Hg) Ku) [6545( + 454(ä )3] = vb (B-!)

where:

q = triaxial factor;

flq) =
q‘·’ ;

u = Poisson’s ratio;

f’(p) = — 0.028 + 0.057p + 0.l7p2 ;

x = distance into the pillar (in.);

H = height of pillar (in.);

y = average overburden density (lbs/cubic inch); and

h = mining depth (in.).
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The solution of x to Equation B.1 is the width of the yield zone (refer to Chapter 6).

Rearranging Equation B.1 produces:

6545(-Ä-)2+454(L)3 -—&=0 (1; 2)H H fI<1)F(u) °

Letting a = 454, b = 6545, c = ~
—-lll-—-, and y — = produces:fl<1)f(u) 333 H

L 3 _L 3 ..a(y— ga) +b(y 3a) +c—0 (B.3)

Expanding the equation results in:

3 3 19 19 3 219 19-b +— -;+13 ——— +;+ =0 B.4¤Y Y Sa Y Y 3a Y ga; <¤ ( )

Collecting like terms produces:

3 i 219 _
ay —

3a y + ;27a2 + c — 0 (B.5)

Dividing both sides by a produces:

3 19 219 6— ** +
—"

+
— = O B.6y 339 Y 27a3 a ( )

- - _Ji -Abi L .Lenting p- Baz , and q- produces.

y3+py+q=0 (B.7)

There are three solutions to Equation B.7. For the case being studied in this research,

the standard solution is:
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y cos[ )] (B.8)_ a23/ —(
3 )

Substituting variables into the equation produces:

-s

ä= 9.61 x cos[ 1% cos"( - 1)]- 4.8 (B.9)

The width of the yield zone, Xb, can then be explicitly expressed as:

- 11 "
U

Xb = H {9.61 x cos[%- cos - 1)]- 4.8} (B.10)

B.2 Pillar Bearing Capacity

1. Derivation of Equation 6.9 · Square Yield Pillar:

The bearing capacity of one quarter of a square yield pillar is (refer to Figure B.l):

W
E. l ,,Z avdx - I

Z
I avdydx) (12.11) Z

o o o

where:

P,/4 = bearing capacity of one quarter of a square yieldnpillar (lbs);

W = pillar width (in.);

x = distance into the pillar (in.);

6,, = pillar vertical stress (psi); and

¤v=<1fl<1)f'(#)¥(·ä—) -
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Substituting the expression for ov into Equation B.ll and taking the integration

produce:

s1>,,,, = q 1(q) 1(„) (68.2ÄH
H

The bearing capacity of a square yield pillar is:

s
q f(q) ml) (273 5.68Ä) (B.16)

H H

2. Derivation of Equation 6.10 - Rectangular Yield Pillar:

As shown in Figure B.2, the bearing capacity of a rectangular yield pillar may be calcu-

lated by the following equation:

L
2(L0

This leads to:

61>„ = q r(q) ml) [273Ä+ 5.6s(1. - W)(545Ä+ 14.2Ä)] (B. 15)
H H H

3. Derivation of Equation 6.11 - Square Stable Pillar:

The bearir1g capacity of a square stable pillar may be calculated by the following

equation:
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X

PSS = 4P]/4 + 4(W bavdx + (W — 2X,,)2(¤„ + qyh) (B.16)
0

Note that the variable lg- in calculating P] /4 should be replaced by Xb in this equation.

The calculation finally leads to:

x“ x’ x’
PSS = q f’(q) mi) [273 + 5.68 % -1- (W — 2Xb) (1090 —§- +H H H

X?. .
+ 28.4 + (W — 2Xb) (ao + qyh) (B.17)

4. Derivation of Equation 6.12 - Rectangular Stable Pillar:

The bearing capacity of' a rectangular stable pillar is expressed as f"ol1ows:

. Xb

PSS 2(L + W — 4Xb) I UVÖX + (W — 2X.,) (L — 2Xb) (ao + qyh) (B.18)
0

Similarly, the variable in calculating PS/4 should be replaced by XS. The result of'

Equation B.18 is:

X4 X5 X3
PSS = q f'(q) rt,.) [273 —l;- + 5.68 + (L + w — 4Xb) (545 &+

H H H

Xt
+ 14.2 (W — 2X.,) (L — 2Xb) (ao + qyh) (B.19)

where:

L = pillar length (in.); and

60 = unconfined strength of coal (psi).
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